Bridgerton: The Duke and I (Bridgertons Book 1)
Author: Julia Quinn
Can there be any greater challenge to London's Ambitious Mamas than an unmarried duke?—Lady Whistledown's Society Papers, April 1813
By all accounts, Simon Basset is on the verge of proposing to his best friend's sister—the lovely and almost-on-the-shelf—Daphne Bridgerton. But the two of
them know the truth—it's all an elaborate ruse to keep Simon free from marriage-minded society mothers. And as for Daphne, surely she will attract some worthy
suitors now that it seems a duke has declared her desirable.
But as Daphne waltzes across ballroom after ballroom with Simon, it's hard to remember that their courtship is a sham. Maybe it's his devilish smile, certainly it's
the way his eyes seem to burn every time he looks at her . . . but somehow Daphne is falling for the dashing duke . . . for real! And now she must do the
impossible and convince the handsome rogue that their clever little scheme deserves a slight alteration, and that nothing makes quite as much sense as falling in
love.

The Viscount Who Loved Me: Bridgerton (Bridgertons Book 2)
Author: Julia Quinn
From New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn comes the second novel in the beloved Regency-set world of her charming, powerful Bridgerton
family, now a series created by Shonda Rhimes for Netflix.
1814 promises to be another eventful season, but not, This Author believes, for Anthony Bridgerton, London's most elusive bachelor, who has shown no
indication that he plans to marry. And in all truth, why should he? When it comes to playing the consummate rake, nobody does it better...
--Lady
Whistledown's Society Papers, April 1814
But this time the gossip columnists have it wrong. Anthony Bridgerton hasn't just decided to marry--he's even chosen a wife! The only obstacle is his intended's
older sister, Kate Sheffield--the most meddlesome woman ever to grace a London ballroom. The spirited schemer is driving Anthony mad with her determination
to stop the betrothal, but when he closes his eyes at night, Kate's the woman haunting his increasingly erotic dreams...
Contrary to popular belief, Kate is quite sure that reformed rakes do not make the best husbands--and Anthony Bridgerton is the most wicked rogue of them all.
Kate's determined to protect her sister--but she fears her own heart is vulnerable. And when Anthony's lips touch hers, she's suddenly afraid she might not be
able to resist the reprehensible rake herself...
This novel includes the 2nd epilogue, a peek at the story after the story.

Romancing Mister Bridgerton (Bridgertons Book 4)
Author: Julia Quinn
From New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn comes the fourth novel in the beloved Regency-set world of her charming, powerful Bridgerton
family, now a series created by Shonda Rhimes for Netflix.
Everyone knows that Colin Bridgerton is the most charming man in London . . .

Penelope Featherington has secretly adored her best friend's brother for . . . well, it feels like forever. After half a lifetime of watching Colin Bridgerton from afar,
she thinks she knows everything about him, until she stumbles across his deepest secret . . . and fears she doesn't know him at all.
Colin Bridgerton is tired of being thought of as nothing but an empty-headed charmer, tired of the notorious gossip columnist Lady Whistledown, who can't seem
to publish an edition without mentioning him. But when Colin returns to London from a trip abroad, he discovers nothing in his life is quite the same—especially
Penelope Featherington! The girl who was always simply there is suddenly the girl haunting his dreams. When he discovers that Penelope has secrets of her
own, this elusive bachelor must decide . . . is she his biggest threat— or his promise of a happy ending?
This novel includes the 2nd epilogue, a peek at the story after the story.

Bridgerton Collection Volume 1: The First Three Books in the Bridgerton Series (Bridgertons)
Author: Julia Quinn
An enchanting collection containing the first three novels in New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn’s beloved Bridgerton series set in
Regency England—The Duke and I, The Viscount Who Loved Me, and An Offer from a Gentleman—now a series created by Shonda Rhimes for Netflix.

The Duke and I
When Daphne Bridgerton and Simon Basset, Duke of Hastings, agree to a fake courtship, they think they’ve found the perfect solution to their problems.
Romantically associated with one of London’s most desirable catches, Daphne’s prospects among the ton will soar. For avowed bachelor Simon, an attachment
to Daphne will deter would-be brides and their ambitious mamas. Their plan works like a charm—at first. But amid the glittering, gossipy, cut-throat world of
London’s elite, there is only one certainty: love ignores every rule. . .
The Viscount Who Loved Me
London's most elusive bachelor, Anthony Bridgerton is determined to wed. But one obstacle stands in his way—his intended's older sister, Kate Sheffield, who is
driving Anthony mad with her determination to stop the betrothal. Kate is quite sure that reformed rakes do not make the best husbands, and Anthony Bridgerton
is the most wicked rogue of them all. She’s determined to protect her sister—even as she fears she may not be able to resist the reprehensible and oh so
desirable rake herself . . .

An Offer from a Gentleman
Sophie Beckett never dreamed she'd be able to sneak into Lady Bridgerton's famed masquerade ball—or that she would be spinning in the arms of her "Prince
Charming"—the debonair and devastatingly handsome Benedict Bridgerton. But when the clock strikes midnight, Sophie’s enchanting evening ends. Since that
night Benedict has been able to think of nothing but the bewitching young woman, and he’s sworn to find and wed his mystery miss. Yet will another unexpectedly
steal his heart—and his chance for a fairy tale love?

An Offer From a Gentleman: Bridgerton (Bridgertons Book 3)
Author: Julia Quinn
From New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn comes the third novel in the beloved Regency-set world of her charming, powerful Bridgerton
family, now a series created by Shonda Rhimes for Netflix.
Sophie Beckett never dreamed she'd be able to sneak into Lady Bridgerton's famed masquerade ball—or that "Prince Charming" would be waiting there for her!
Though the daughter of an earl, Sophie has been relegated to the role of servant by her disdainful stepmother. But now, spinning in the strong arms of the
debonair and devastatingly handsome Benedict Bridgerton, she feels like royalty. Alas, she knows all enchantments must end when the clock strikes midnight.

Ever since that magical night, a radiant vision in silver has blinded Benedict to the attractions of any other—except, perhaps, this alluring and oddly familiar
beauty dressed in housemaid's garb whom he feels compelled to rescue from a most disagreeable situation. He has sworn to find and wed his mystery miss, but
this breathtaking maid makes him weak with wanting her. Yet, if he offers her his heart, will Benedict sacrifice his only chance for a fairy tale love?
This novel includes The 2nd epilogue, a peek at the story after the story.

To Sir Phillip, With Love: Bridgerton (Bridgertons Book 5)
Author: Julia Quinn
From New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn comes the fifth novel in the beloved Regency-set world of her charming, powerful Bridgerton
family, now a series created by Shonda Rhimes for Netflix.
She wrote him a letter...and he stole her heart.

Sir Phillip knew that Eloise Bridgerton was a spinster, and so he’d proposed, figuring that she’d be homely and unassuming, and more than a little desperate for
an offer of marriage. Except . . . she wasn’t. The beautiful woman on his doorstep was anything but quiet, and when she stopped talking long enough to close her
mouth, all he wanted to do was kiss her . . . and more.
Did he think she was mad? Eloise Bridgerton couldn’t marry a man she had never met! But then she started thinking . . . and wondering . . . and before she knew
it, she was in a hired carriage in the middle of the night, on her way to meet the man she hoped might be her perfect match. Except . . . he wasn’t. Her perfect
husband wouldn’t be so moody and ill-mannered, and while Phillip was certainly handsome, he was a large brute of a man, rough and rugged, and totally unlike
the London gentlemen vying for her hand. But when he smiled . . . and when he kissed her . . . the rest of the world simply fell away, and she couldn’t help but
wonder . . . could this imperfect man be perfect for her?
This novel includes the 2nd epilogue, a peek at the story after the story.

When He Was Wicked: Bridgerton (Bridgertons Book 6)
Author: Julia Quinn

In every life there is a turning point . . .
A moment so tremendous, so sharp and breathtaking, that one knows one's life will never be the same. For Michael Stirling, London's most infamous rake, that
moment came the first time he laid eyes on Francesca Bridgerton.
After a lifetime of chasing women, of smiling slyly as they chased him, of allowing himself to be caught but never permitting his heart to become engaged, he took
one look at Francesca Bridgerton and fell so fast and hard into love it was a wonder he managed to remain standing. Unfortunately for Michael, however,
Francesca's surname was to remain Bridgerton for only a mere thirty-six hours longer—the occasion of their meeting was, lamentably, a supper celebrating her
imminent wedding to his cousin.
But that was then . . . Now Michael is the earl and Francesca is free, but still she thinks of him as nothing other than her dear friend and confidant. Michael dares
not speak to her of his love . . . until one dangerous night, when she steps innocently into his arms and passion proves stronger than even the most wicked of
secrets . . .

It's In His Kiss: Bridgerton (Bridgertons Book 7)
Author: Julia Quinn
From New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn comes the seventh novel in the beloved Regency-set world of her charming, powerful Bridgerton
family, now a series created by Shonda Rhimes for Netflix.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Sum of All Kisses and Because of Miss Bridgerton comes the story of Hyacinth, the youngest child of the
famed Bridgerton siblings.
Meet Our Hero . . .
Gareth St. Clair is in a bind. His father, who detests him, is determined to beggar the St. Clair estates and ruin his inheritance. Gareth’s sole bequest is an old
family diary, which may or may not contain the secrets of his past . . . and the key to his future. The problem is—it’s written in Italian, of which Gareth speaks not
a word.
Meet Our Heroine . . .
All the ton agreed: there was no one quite like Hyacinth Bridgerton. She’s fiendishly smart, devilishly outspoken, and according to Gareth, probably best in small
doses. But there’s something about her—something charming and vexing—that grabs him and won’t quite let go . . .
Meet Poor Mr. Mozart . . .
Or don’t. But rest assured, he’s spinning in his grave when Gareth and Hyacinth cross paths at the annual—and annually discordant—Smythe-Smith musicale. To
Hyacinth, Gareth’s every word seems a dare, and she offers to translate his diary, even though her Italian is slightly less than perfect. But as they delve into the
mysterious text, they discover that the answers they seek lie not in the diary, but in each other . . . and that there is nothing as simple—or as complicated—as a
single, perfect kiss.
This edition includes the second epilogue from The Bridgertons: Happily Ever After.

On the Way to the Wedding: Bridgerton (Bridgertons Book 8)
Author: Julia Quinn
Now a Netflix series created by Shonda Rhimes— producer and creator of Grey’s Anatomy, How to Get Away with Murder, and Scandal— starring
Julie Andrews, Phoebe Dynevor, Regé-Jean Page, and Nicola Coughlan.
A funny thing happened ...

Unlike most men of his acquaintance, Gregory Bridgerton believes in true love. And he is convinced that when he finds the woman of his dreams, he will know in
an instant that she is the one. And that is exactly what happened. Except ...
She wasn’t the one. In fact, the ravishing Miss Hermione Watson is in love with another. But her best friend, the ever-practical Lady Lucinda Abernathy, wants to
save Hermione from a disastrous alliance, so she offers to help Gregory win her over. But in the process, Lucy falls in love. With Gregory! Except ...
Lucy is engaged. And her uncle is not inclined to let her back out of the betrothal, even once Gregory comes to his senses and realizes that it is Lucy, with her
sharp wit and sunny smile, who makes his heart sing. And now, on the way to the wedding, Gregory must risk everything to ensure that when it comes time to
kiss the bride, he is the only man standing at the altar ...

The Bridgertons: Happily Ever After
Author: Julia Quinn

New York Times Bestselling Author
For the first time in print, New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn presents a collection of “second epilogues” to her Bridgerton series plus a
new bonus Bridgerton novella.
Julia Quinn’s Bridgerton series remains one of the most beloved among historical romance readers, and this collection of “second epilogues”—stories that take
place after the original books end—offer fans more from their favorite characters. Previously published as ebook originals, these second epilogues include those
from On the Way to the Wedding; It’s in His Kiss; When He Was Wicked; To Sir Phillip, With Love; Romancing Mister Bridgerton; An Offer from a Gentleman, The
Viscount Who Loved Me; and The Duke and I. Also in this collection is a Bridgerton novella written especially for this book, which will be sure to satisfy the legions
of Julia Quinn fans.

Carried Away (Devils and Dames Book 1)
Author: Jill Barnett
Nobody writes a love story quite like Jill Barnett, whose romantic tales are "as magical and unique as any you ever had the joy to read" (Romantic
Times). Now she spirits a misty, secluded island off the central coast of Maine, where a pair of Scots brothers clash with two independent women...

The proud descendants of a Highland clan, Calum and Eachann MacLaughlan live in seclusion on a Maine island. The brothers are as different in spirits as they
are in looks. Though one is dark and levelheaded, the other fair and adventurous, they have one thing in common: they want brides. When Eachann's two unruly
children are expelled from school, he is even more determined to wed. Following an old Scottish tradition, Eachann decides to solve the problem for both himself
and his brother....
Spying on a fancy society party, Eachann sees a solution before him. The always capable debutante Georgina Bayard is basking in the light of her own ball.
Meanwhile, outside, Amy Emerson is valiantly struggling to conceal her first broken heart. Swept away by this young Scotsman, both young women become
captives. Kidnapped and furious, with only each other for support, Amy and Georgina have a choice: fight for the life they'd previously known...or let their hearts
get carried away....

The Secrets Between Us
Author: Laura Madeleine
A gripping mystery with a heart-breaking revelation, The Secrets Between Us is a sublimely satisfying story of lost love, betrayal and the dangers of
war.
‘Sublimely satisfying’ Veronica Henry, author of The Forever House
High in the mountains in the South of France, eighteen-year-old Ceci Corvin is trying hard to carry on as normal. But in 1943, there is no such thing as normal;
especially not for a young woman in love with the wrong person. Scandal, it would seem, can be more dangerous than war.
Fifty years later, Annie is looking for her long-lost grandmother. Armed with nothing more than a sheaf of papers, she travels from England to Paris in pursuit of
the truth. But as she traces her grandmother’s story, Annie uncovers something she wasn’t expecting, something that changes everything she knew about her
family – and everything she thought she knew about herself…
Perfect for fans of Kate Morton's The Lake House and Dinah Jeffries' Before the Rains.
*
Laura Madeleine's writing is...
‘Mouth-watering and mysterious’ Leah Fleming, author of The Glovemaker's Daughter
‘Delightful and delicious’ Nina George, author of The Little Paris Bookshop

The Governess of Penwythe Hall (The Cornwall Novels Book 1)
Author: Sarah E. Ladd
Rich with family secrets, lingering danger, and the captivating allure of new love, this Regency romance introduces us to the Twethewey family and
their search for peace, justice, and love on the Cornish coast.
Cornwall, England, 1811—Blamed for her husband’s death, Cordelia Greythorne fled Cornwall and accepted a governess position to begin a new life. Years later
her employer’s unexpected death and his last request for her to watch over his five children force her to reevaluate. She can’t abandon the children now that
they’ve lost both parents, but their new guardian lives at the timeworn Penwythe Hall . . . back on the Cornish coast she’s tried desperately to forget.

Jac Twethewey is determined to revive Penwythe Hall’s once-flourishing apple orchards, and he’ll stop at nothing to see his struggling estate profitable again. He
hasn’t heard from his brother in years, so when his nieces, nephews, and their governess arrive unannounced, he battles both grief at his brother’s death and
bewilderment over this sudden responsibility. Jac’s priorities shift as the children take up residence in the ancient halls, but their secretive governess—and the
mystery shrouding her past—proves to be a disruption to his carefully laid plans.
Praise for The Governess of Penwythe Hall:
“Absolutely captivating! Once I started reading, I couldn’t put down The Governess of Penwythe Hall. This blend of Jane Eyre, Jane Austen, and Jamaica Inn has
it all. Intrigue. Danger. Poignant moments. And best of all a sweet, sweet love story. This is by far my favorite Sarah Ladd book. Don’t hesitate to snatch up this
title!” —Michelle Griep, Christy Award–winning author of the Once Upon a Dickens Christmas series
“Brimming with dangerous secrets, rich characters, and the hauntingly beautiful descriptions Sarah Ladd handles so well, 1800s Cornwall is brought vividly to life
in this well-crafted tale that kept me glued to the pages. What a brilliant start to a new series!” —Abigail Wilson, author of In the Shadow of Croft Towers
“The Governess of Penwythe Hall is a delightful and emotionally gripping tale that will tick all the boxes for any Regency lover: romance, history, and enough
unpredictable intrigue to keep you up past your bedtime.” —Kristi Ann Hunter, author of A Defense of Honor
“Lovers of sweet and Christian romance alike will fall in love with Delia’s strength amid the haunting backdrop of her tragic past and the Cornish coast. Throw in a
handsome leading man willing to turn his life upside down for the children in Delia’s charge, and you have a story you can’t put down.” —Josi S. Kilpack, Whitney
Award–winning author of the Mayfield Family series
•

Sweet, full-length Regency romance

•

First book in the Cornwall novels (The Governess of Penwythe Hall, The Thief of Lanwyn Manor, and The Light at Wyndcliff), but can be read as a stand-alone
story

•

Book length: 90,000 words

•

Includes discussion questions

Where the Lost Wander: A Novel
Author: Amy Harmon
In this epic and haunting love story set on the Oregon Trail, a family and their unlikely protector find their way through peril, uncertainty, and loss.
The Overland Trail, 1853: Naomi May never expected to be widowed at twenty. Eager to leave her grief behind, she sets off with her family for a life out West. On
the trail, she forms an instant connection with John Lowry, a half-Pawnee man straddling two worlds and a stranger in both.
But life in a wagon train is fraught with hardship, fear, and death. Even as John and Naomi are drawn to each other, the trials of the journey and their disparate
pasts work to keep them apart. John’s heritage gains them safe passage through hostile territory only to come between them as they seek to build a life together.
When a horrific tragedy strikes, decimating Naomi’s family and separating her from John, the promises they made are all they have left. Ripped apart, they can’t
turn back, they can’t go on, and they can’t let go. Both will have to make terrible sacrifices to find each other, save each other, and eventually…make peace with
who they are.

Borderland Brides/The Healer/The Thief
Author: Allison Butler
From bestselling author Allison Butler comes two seriously sexy Scottish romances in the spirit of Diana Gabaldon to curb your Outlander cravings.
The Healer
An English woman, a Scottish Laird, a case of mistaken identity and a love that will surpass all barriers.
An outcast in her own home for as long as she can remember, Lynelle Fenwick will do anything to earn her father's approval. Including exaggerating her healing
skills, and setting off alone to rescue her step–brother from a band of raiding Scots.
Living under a curse that has haunted the Closeburn Clan for years, Laird William Kirkpatrick, will do anything to save his sole surviving brother. He may not
believe in curses, but his clan does, and the growing number of graves seems to support their side.
Having banished all healers from the clan for trickery, he has no choice but to allow an Englishwoman, claiming to be a skilled healer, into his home and into the
room of his wounded brother.
Enemies by birth and circumstance, they can only succeed together. But blood runs deep, and tensions high. What matters the desires of a heart?
The Thief
A man in search of a bride, a woman in search of a home and an inconvenient attraction that can't be denied.

To fulfil his father's dying wish, Border laird Lachlan Elliot must marry and sire a legitimate heir, cementing his family's name in the tumultuous borderlands. But
his marriage will be one of convenience.
Lachlan has no time for the pain and betrayal of love, and his land and position must always come first. So even when the spirited thief he catches stealing his
horse turns out to be breathtaking – and appropriate – he vows to marry her, bed her, but never love her.
Kenzie never wanted an arranged marriage, but to be forced to wed the domineering laird who catches her thieving from his lands is even worse. Feisty,
strong–willed and determined to make her own way, Kenzie may have no choice but to agree to the marriage, but she will never give up her independence.
Lachlan may own her body, but he will never own her heart.

Half a Soul (Regency Faerie Tales Book 1)
Author: Olivia Atwater
It’s difficult to find a husband in Regency England when you’re a young lady with only half a soul.
Ever since a faerie cursed her, Theodora Ettings has had no sense of fear, embarrassment, or even happiness—a condition which makes her sadly prone to
accidental scandal. Dora’s only goal for the London Season this year is to stay quiet and avoid upsetting her cousin’s chances at a husband… but when the Lord
Sorcier of England learns of her condition, she finds herself drawn ever more deeply into the tumultuous concerns of magicians and faeries.
Lord Elias Wilder is handsome, strange, and utterly uncouth—but gossip says that he regularly performs three impossible things before breakfast, and he is
willing to help Dora restore her missing half. If Dora’s reputation can survive both her ongoing curse and her sudden connection with the least-liked man in all of
high society, then she may yet reclaim her normal place in the world… but the longer Dora spends with Elias Wilder, the more she begins to suspect that one may
indeed fall in love, even with only half a soul.
Pride and Prejudice meets Howl’s Moving Castle in this enthralling historical fantasy romance, where the only thing more meddlesome than faeries is a
marriage-minded mama. Pick up Half a Soul, and be stolen away into debut author Olivia Atwater’s charming, magical version of Regency England!

In Bed with the Earl (Lost Lords of London Book 1)
Author: Christi Caldwell
“Sizzling, Witty, Passionate…Perfect!”
—Eloisa James, New York Times bestselling author
Christi Caldwell, USA TODAY bestselling author of the Wicked Wallflowers series, combs London’s underground and finds romance and danger for a
missing lord and the lady who loves him.
To solve a mystery that’s become the talk of the ton, no clues run too deep for willful reporter Verity Lovelace. Not even in the sewers of London. That’s precisely
where she finds happily self-sufficient scavenger Malcom North, lost heir to the Earl of Maxwell. Now that Verity’s made him front-page news, what will he make
of her?
Kidnapped as a child, with no memories of his well-heeled past, Malcom prefers the grimy spoils of the culverts to the gilded riches of society. Damn the feisty
beauty who exposed the contented tosher to a parade of fortune-hunting matchmakers. How to keep them at bay? Verity must pretend to be his wife. She owes
him.
The intimacy of this necessary arrangement—Verity and Malcom thrust together in close quarters—soon sparks an irresistible heat. But when the charade ends,
the danger begins. Will love be enough to protect them from a treacherous plot devised to ruin them?

The Power of Hades: A Fated Mates Fantasy Romance (The Hades Trials Book 1)
Author: Eliza Raine
I've been kidnapped by Zeus. Plucked from the streets of Manhattan and frightened half to death by a freaking Olympian god.
And now I'm trapped in the Underworld, being forced to compete in a series of deadly trials for the position of Queen of the Underworld. Which would mean
marrying Hades, the utterly terrifying Lord of the Dead. Who the hell wants a husband at all, let alone one made of smoke and riddled with death?

I have to get back home, to New York and my brother. But I can't leave without completing the trials and they've been designed for a godly Queen,
not Persephone - barista and botanical garden enthusiast.
I'm surrounded by lethal, all-powerful maniacs. Sexy-as-hell maniacs, sure, but as dangerous as they come. And I'm going to have to prove to all of them that
there's a goddess of hell inside me. It's the only way I'll survive the Hades Trials. But then what? And why, why, why am I so desperate to see under Hades
smoky exterior and find out what he's hiding from me?

If I win the trials, I have to marry the devil himself. But losing might mean losing my life.

The Power of Hades is book 1 in the Hades Trials, which is intended for adults and is packed with magic, mythology and slow-burn soulmate romance! *Contains
swearing and mature themes.*

The Skylark's Secret
Author: Fiona Valpy
Loch Ewe, 1940. When gamekeeper’s daughter Flora’s remote highland village finds itself the base for the Royal Navy’s Arctic convoys, life in her close-knit
community changes forever. In defiance of his disapproving father, the laird’s son falls in love with Flora, and as tensions build in their disrupted home, any
chance of their happiness seems doomed.
Decades later, Flora’s daughter, singer Lexie Gordon, is forced to return to the village and to the tiny cottage where she grew up. Having long ago escaped to the
bright lights of the West End, London still never truly felt like home. Now back, with a daughter of her own, Lexie learns that her mother—and the hostile-seeming
village itself—have long been hiding secrets that make her question everything she thought she knew.
As she pieces together the fragments of her parents’ story, Lexie discovers the courageous, devastating sacrifices made in her name. It’s too late to rekindle her
relationship with her mother, but can Lexie find it in her heart to forgive the past, to grieve for all that’s lost, and finally find her place in the world?

The Best-Laid Plans
Author: Sarah M. Eden
Newton Hughes has long dreamed of pursuing a career in law, an acceptable choice for a gentleman of status and wealth. His parents, however, disapprove of
his ambition, urging him instead to take his rightful place as a gentleman of leisure—with a suitable wife of their choosing, of course.
Ellie Napper would like nothing more than for her parents to abandon their incessant efforts to marry her off to the greatest possible advantage. Her lack of
matrimonial enthusiasm drives her family mad, but she refuses to feign frivolity in order to make herself more palatable to potential suitors.
When Ellie and Newton are introduced through their mutual acquaintance, Charlie Jonquil, they commiserate over their shared plight. In desperation, they hatch a
plan: Ellie and Newton will feign an interest in each other—enough to convince their parents not to push them toward unwanted matches but not enough to cause
whispers or expectations. Their plot quickly spirals out of control, but the greatest complication is the one they didn’t see coming: their plan never included falling
in love.

My One and Only Duke: Includes a bonus novella (Rogues to Riches Book 1)
Author: Grace Burrowes
Meet the highly unconventional Wentworth family in this charming USA Todaybestseller with a Cinderella twist, perfect for fans of Mary Balogh.
One minute, London banker Quinn Wentworth is facing execution. The next, he's declared the long-lost heir to a dukedom. Quinn has fought his way up from the
worst slums, and now he's ready to use every dirty trick he knows to find the enemy who schemed against him.
Jane Winston, widowed and pregnant, crosses paths with Quinn while her father is preaching to the prisoners. Believing his days are numbered, Quinn offers her
marriage as a way to guarantee her independence and provide for her child. Neither thinks they'll actually have a future together.
He's a wealthy gutter rat out for vengeance. She's a minister's daughter who must turn a marriage of desperation into a proper ducal union. Are they doomed
from the start or destined for a happily-ever-after?
Also includes the bonus novella Once Upon a Christmas Eve from New York Times bestselling author Elizabeth Hoyt!
When his carriage wheel snaps in a snowstorm, Adam Rutledge, Viscount d'Arque, is forced to seek shelter at the home of the most maddening, infuriating, and
utterly beguiling woman he's ever met.
"Skillfully crafted and exquisitely written, Burrowes' latest is pure gold; a brilliant launch to a promising series." --Library Journal
"Burrowes is a writer of towering talent." --USA Today Happy Ever After

Dovetail: A Novel
Author: Karen McQuestion
From the bestselling author of Hello Love comes a spellbinding new novel of enduring love, family secrets, and mysterious death.
Joe Arneson’s ordinary life is upended by troubling dreams of himself as a different man in another place and time. It isn’t until he visits his estranged
grandmother, Pearl, in her Wisconsin hometown that a startling connection emerges.

Drawn into his family’s past, Joe discovers secrets weighing on the old woman’s soul: the tragic death of her sister Alice a half century ago and its ripple effect on
all who loved her. Digging into the events of that summer in 1916, Joe is convinced that his recurrent visions relate to Alice’s untimely passing and to the beloved
man she meant to marry. With the help of Kathleen, a local woman Joe’s fallen for, the puzzles of the past start falling into place.
As uncovered truths bring Joe and Kathleen closer together, they also reveal a new danger. For Joe’s dreams may be a warning—from one star-crossed couple
to another.

Rogue Countess (Regency Rogues Book 1)
Author: Amy Sandas
Betrayed and forced into marriage, the Countess of Blackbourne will never forgive the husband who abandoned her.
After eight long years away, the Earl of Blackbourne, Jude Sinclair returns to England with one purpose; to find his wife and end his farce of a marriage.
Hardened and cynical from his self-imposed exile, he is shocked to experience a fierce attraction to the woman his wife has become. But even that will not alter
his plan to finally be free of her.
Clever and determined, Anna Locke is the successful owner of the finest Thoroughbred stables in Britain. Threatened by a blackmailer desperate to ensure Jude
never learns the true circumstances of their marriage, Anna must choose between fighting against her husband or fighting for him.
With a past tangled in lies, Anna and Jude’s marriage becomes a battleground as passionate anger slides too easily into bold desire. Can they overcome mutual
distrust to destroy a long-held secret before it destroys them?

The Iron Earl: A Valor of Vinehill Novel
Author: K.J. Jackson
A lady desperate to escape. A hot-tempered earl in the wrong place and wrong time. A journey across the English isle that sends sparks flying and
forges an attraction that neither can deny.
A lady desperate to escape.
Miss Evalyn Swanson is desperate to escape her stepfather and his nefarious plan to hawk her off to his vicious business partner. With time running out, she
spies salvation at a house party in Lincolnshire. Salvation in the form of one hulking, brooding Scotsman that is conveniently traveling north. North, where she can
disappear for good.
A hot-tempered earl in the wrong place and wrong time.
With his sister just married to his bitter enemy, Lachlan Ruddington, Earl of Dunhaven is in no mood to entertain the whimsical notions of a chit straight from the
ballroom. Even if she’s an enchanting sprite, he has no time for anything other than quick dabbles with the opposite sex. He has an estate to right. A senile
grandfather to battle. And a few more enemies he needs to mete out justice to.
An escape not quite according to plan.
Try as he might, Lachlan discovers the draw of Evalyn undeniable—though he’ll refuse it for as long as he can. Propriety demands it. His heart that he never
thought to lose to an English lass demands it. The danger that lurks around her demands it. But if they can survive, they may just discover the truest love could be
the love neither one of them ever anticipated.
Join the adventure today! You’ll love The Iron Earl, the first in the Valor of Vinehill series and a can’t-miss enthralling regency romance by USA Today
bestselling author, K.J. Jackson.
Note: The novels in the Valor of Vinehill series by K.J. Jackson are each stand-alone stories and can be read individually in any order. These historical romances
are set in the Regency and Victorian eras, and do not shy away from scenes with steamy heat, occasional naughty language, and moments that might possibly
make you squirm.

The Beast’s Bride (The Bluestocking War)
Author: Eva Devon
From USATODAY Bestselling author Eva Devon, writing as Maire Claremont, comes a brand new series that will sweep you away to the drama and angst of
Regency England. Glittering ballrooms, wild moors, and brooding lords waiting to be tamed by bluestockings await. . .
Lady Augusta Penworthy is in dire straights. Her father has spent every last coin and she and her sisters cannot even afford coal. One chance encounter and a
torn gown change everything. While one might think a sudden marriage to a wealthy lord would be a relief, if that marriage is to to The Duke of Blacktower one
would be vastly mistaken. For no young lady wishes to be the that infamous rake's bride.
The Duke of Blacktower has a secret. He has vowed never to marry and ensured his fearsome reputation would dissuade any hopeful lady or their scheming
mama. Now, his hand has been forced and his fury is unleashed. But Lady Augusta is not the manipulative young lady he believed and suddenly he finds himself
tempted by his own bride.

Because of Miss Bridgerton: A Bridgerton Prequel (Rokesbys Series Book 1)
Author: Julia Quinn
Sometimes you find love in the most unexpected of places...
This is not one of those times.
Everyone expects Billie Bridgerton to marry one of the Rokesby brothers. The two families have been neighbors for centuries, and as a child the tomboyish Billie
ran wild with Edward and Andrew. Either one would make a perfect husband... someday.
Sometimes you fall in love with exactly the person you think you should...
Or not.
There is only one Rokesby Billie absolutely cannot tolerate, and that is George. He may be the eldest and heir to the earldom, but he's arrogant, annoying, and
she's absolutely certain he detests her. Which is perfectly convenient, as she can't stand the sight of him, either.
But sometimes fate has a wicked sense of humor...
Because when Billie and George are quite literally thrown together, a whole new sort of sparks begins to fly. And when these lifelong adversaries finally kiss, they
just might discover that the one person they can't abide is the one person they can't live without...

Chase the Fire (Wild Western Hearts Series, Book 4)
Author: Barbara Ankrum
During the Battle of the Wilderness, Union Major Chase Whitlaw shoots a Rebel soldier, just as they're both cut down by a terrible explosion. As the Reb lies
dying, he begs Whitlaw to return a locket to his wife, Libby, in New Mexico and tell her he loves her.
Chase half-heartedly agrees, until Libby's picture in the locket becomes his touchstone, helping him to survive his injuries.
In New Mexico, Chase finds Libby in desperate straits and offers help instead of truth.
Libby's horse ranch, plagued by unexplained accidents, is failing. Until the arrival of the war-scarred stranger, a neighbor's unwelcome offer of marriage was the
only way to save her son's inheritance.
But now, she has Chase. Working side-by-side, their passion becomes undeniable until Chase's truth is revealed.
Now, Libby must decide: forgive or say goodbye forever.
REVIEWS:
"...a splendid tale of strong men, stubborn women, wild horses and a love that heals as it grows." ~Melinda Helfer, Romantic Times
WILD WESTERN HEARTS, in series order
Holt's Gamble
Renegade Bride
Renegade's Kiss
Chase the Fire
ABOUT BARBARA ANKRUM:
Bestselling author Barbara Ankrum was a successful commercial actress until her love of romance novels led to a publishing contract. Years later, she still
believes in happy endings and feels very lucky to do what she loves, with her husband, two cats and one scruffy, unrepentant dog at her side.

First Comes Scandal: A Bridgerton Prequel
Author: Julia Quinn
Continuing her delightful Bridgertons Prequel series, #1 New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn presents the latest love story between the
Bridgerton and Rokesby families.

She was given two choices...
Georgiana Bridgerton isn’t against the idea of marriage. She’d just thought she’d have some say in the matter. But with her reputation hanging by a thread after
she’s abducted for her dowry, Georgie is given two options: live out her life as a spinster or marry the rogue who has ruined her life.

Enter Option #3
As the fourth son of an earl, Nicholas Rokesby is prepared to chart his own course. He has a life in Edinburgh, where he’s close to completing his medical
studies, and he has no time—or interest—to find a wife. But when he discovers that Georgie Bridgerton—his literal girl-next-door—is facing ruin, he knows what
he must do.
A Marriage of Convenience
It might not have been the most romantic of proposals, but Nicholas never thought she’d say no. Georgie doesn’t want to be anyone’s sacrifice, and besides, they
could never think of each other as anything more than childhood friends... or could they?
But as they embark upon their unorthodox courtship they discover a new twist to the age-old rhyme. First comes scandal, then comes marriage. But after that
comes love...

The Promise of Hades: A Fated Mates Fantasy Romance (The Hades Trials Book 3)
Author: Eliza Raine
The Greek God of the Underworld has turned my life completely upside-down and made me question everything I thought I knew about my life.
And now I don’t even know who I am anymore. An internal war rages inside me, as I try to balance my need for more magic with the knowledge of what power
does to people in Olympus. What it may have done to me in the past.
The one thing I do know though, is that my feelings for Hades are real. The Lord of the Dead is so much more than I ever realized, and something inside me
knows that I need him as much as he needs me. But between the Hades Trials, the other Olympians, and whoever it is that’s trying to kill me, I may not survive
long enough to find a way for us to be together.
Hades says a light so bright can’t live in the dark. But I’m not sure a life without him is worth living.

The Promise of Hades is the third and final book in the Hades Trials, which is intended for adults and is packed with magic, mythology and slow-burn soulmate
romance! *Contains swearing and mature themes.*

The Thief of Lanwyn Manor (The Cornwall Novels Book 2)
Author: Sarah E. Ladd
In Regency England an advantageous match could set up a lady for life. Julia knows Matthew Blake, copper mine owner and very eligible bachelor, is
the gentleman she should set her eyes upon. But why can’t she steal her gaze away from his younger brother, Isaac?
Cornwall, England, 1818
Julia Twethewey needs a diversion to mend her broken heart, so when her cousin invites her to Lanwyn Manor, Julia eagerly accepts. The manor is located at the
heart of Cornwall’s mining industry, and as a guest Julia is swept into its intricate world. It’s not long, though, before she realizes something dark lurks within the
home’s ancient halls.
As a respected mine owner’s younger son, Isaac Blake is determined to keep his late father’s legacy alive through the family business, despite his brother’s
careless attitude. In order to save their livelihood—and that of the people around them—the brothers approach the master of Lanwyn Manor with plans to bolster
the floundering local industry. Isaac can’t deny his attraction to the man’s charming niece, but his brother has made clear his intentions to court the lovely visitor.
And Isaac knows his place.
When tragedy strikes, mysteries arise, and valuables go missing, Julia and Isaac find they are pulled together in a swirl of strange circumstances, but despite
their best efforts to bow to social expectations, their hearts aren’t so keen to surrender.
•

Sweet Regency Romance

•

Full-length novel, approximately 90,000 words

•

Second in the Cornwall series, but can be read alone

Praise for The Thief of Lanwyn Manor
“Northanger Abbey meets Poldark against the resplendent and beautifully realized landscape of Cornwall.” —Rachel McMillan, author of The London
Restoration
“Cornwall’s iconic sea cliffs are on display in The Thief of Lanwyn Manor, but it’s the lyrical prose, rich historical detail, and layered characters that truly shine. The
story anchors the foray into Cornwall’s copper mining legacy with historical accuracy and brilliant heart. Fans of Regency romance will be instantly drawn in and
happily lost within the pages—this is Sarah E. Ladd at her best!” —Kristy Cambron, bestselling author of the Lost Castle series

The Heart of an Earl (A Box of Draupnir Novel Book 1)
Author: K.J. Jackson
A lady willing to do anything to escape death. A long-lost earl determined to stay adrift. Fates meet and a cursed journey to bring her home begins,
sparking to life a surprising passion that will consume both of them.
All she wanted was to get home.
Ripped from her family years ago, all Lady Julianna lives for is to get home. Though at the moment, her life is hanging from a thin thread of lies. She needs to
escape and just when her hope is nearly lost, she spies a way out. A way out in the form of one tall, fierce man that just may be her salvation—or her biggest
mistake.
A long lost earl determined to stay adrift.
Desmond Phillips gave up any hope of living a normal life years ago when his wife and unborn baby died. Losing himself among the crew of a privateering ship,
all in England gave him up for dead—just as he and his shattered heart preferred it.
Two lost souls meet.
Des saves Lady Julianna and inherits the duty to safely bring her home. As the journey to deliver her home unfolds, these two lost souls find unlikely kindred
spirits in each other, and the cold, broken shards of Des’s heart begin to heal. But the curse of an ancient box haunts their every move—their very lives. If they
manage to break the curse of the Box of Draupnir, they may just be rewarded with an undying love.
Join the adventure today! You’ll love The Heart of an Earl, the first in the Box of Draupnir series and a can’t-miss enthralling regency romance by USA Today
bestselling author, K.J. Jackson.
Note: The novels in the Box of Draupnir series by K.J. Jackson are each stand-alone stories and can be read individually in any order. These historical romances
are set in the Regency and Victorian eras, and do not shy away from scenes with steamy heat, occasional naughty language, and moments that might possibly
make you squirm.

The English Wife: The international best selling, sweeping and emotional historical romance novel
Author: Adrienne Chinn
Two women, a world apart.
A secret waiting to be discovered…
VE Day 1945: As victory bells ring out across the country, war bride Ellie Burgess’ happiness is overshadowed by grief. Her charismatic Newfoundlander
husband Thomas is still missing in action.
Until a letter arrives explaining Thomas is back at home on the other side of the Atlantic recovering from his injuries.
Travelling to a distant country to live with a man she barely knows is the bravest thing Ellie has ever had to do. But nothing can prepare her for the harsh realities
of her new home…
September 11th 2001: Sophie Parry is on a plane to New York on the most tragic day in the city’s history. While the world watches the news in horror, Sophie’s
flight is rerouted to a tiny town in Newfoundland and she is forced to seek refuge with her estranged aunt Ellie.
Determined to discover what it was that forced her family apart all those years ago, newfound secrets may change her life forever…
This is a timeless story of love, sacrifice and resilience perfect for fans of Lucinda Riley, Lorna Cook and Gill Paul.

What readers are saying about The English Wife:
‘An emotive and engaging read’ Rosanna Ley
‘Rich, evocative and utterly immersive, this beautifully written book swept me away’ Jenny Ashcroft
“An epic tale of family, tragedy & love… I highly recommend this book!!” Books, Wine, Cats 5*
“The sense of suspense makes this story a page turner! Highly recommend this book, especially if you’re looking for a WWII era book without all of the
historical stuff” To Read is to Breathe, 5*
“I couldn’t put it down. It was not your typical historical novel & I think that’s what I loved about it. Great book!” Dabbookclub, 4*
“A book that drew me in from the first pages! The characters come alive, they’re so well written. Fans of historic fiction will love this story. An author to
follow” Consumer review, 4*

The MacKinnon's Bride (The Highland Brides Book 1)
Author: Tanya Anne Crosby
Romantic Times Top Pick! 4 1/2 Stars! and a K.I.S.S. AWARD

From a New York Times Bestselling Author, The MacKinnon's Bride brings us love, honor, suspense, passion--all the good things we love in a Highlander
Romance.

When laird Iain MacKinnon's young son is captured by the English, the fierce Scottish chieftain retaliates in kind, capturing the daughter of his enemy to bargain
for his son's return. Fiercely loyal to kin, Iain never imagines any father could deny his child--or that he would become Page FitzSimon's savior. "Keep her, or kill
her!" FitzSimon proclaims when Iain forces his hand. So, what else should a good lad do, but carry the lass home--without telling her the truth: Her father doesn't
want her. But even as Page blames her reluctant champion for welching on a bargain with her father, she suspects the truth... the shadows hold secrets... and
danger. Now only love can save MacKinnon's fiery new bride.

Last Duke Standing (The Lords of Eton Book 3)
Author: Cheryl Bolen
A Crowned Heart from InD' Tale Magazine
"A wonderful mystery tale in the vein of Agatha Christie. Ms. Bolen does a masterful job creating suspects, then cleverly entwining their motives to keep her
readers guessing whodunit. . .A lovingly crafted historical novel with a deeply satisfying mystery!" -- InD' Tale
"An exquisitely written historical romantic suspense with very appealing characters" -- Fresh Fiction
"This book really ticked all the boxes for me and it gripped me from start to finish. " -- Dragonrose Books Galore
"Cheryl Bolen spins a delightful tale of mystery, politics, and (of course) romance " -- IN PRINT
***
As the third son of the Duke of Fordham, Alex never thought he'd become a duke. But he's suddenly catapulted to the lofty title after his slightly older brother dies
in his sleep. Now Alex has the onerous task of announcing the death to the woman his brother was to wed.
Ever pragmatic, Lady Georgiana Fenton insists on seeing the late duke's body, and when she does, she's convinced he was smothered as he slept. She and the
new duke decide to secretly work together to uncover the murderer. But the longer they're together, the harder it becomes to resist the duke's scorching
kisses--and even harder to dismiss him from the list of suspects. No one had more to gain by her fiancé's death. . .

His Disinclined Bride
Author: Jennie Goutet
Theirs is not a love match. She’ll make sure of it.

Kitty Stokes never imagined she’d be so weak as to sacrifice herself on the altar of family obligations, but when the only alternative to marriage with Lord
Hayworth is to play nursemaid to her brother’s children, Kitty reluctantly agrees. On her wedding day, she’s certain she has made a grave error, but it’s too late to
back out.

Phineas Hayworth refrained from setting eyes on his new bride before their wedding day—the price he forced himself to pay for being so mercenary as to wed the
sister of a wealthy merchant in a bid to save his estate from ruins. Her beauty, therefore, comes as a shock, as does her icy treatment, which he feels he
deserves. He swears an oath he will not approach her for an heir unless the invitation comes from her.

As Phineas sets out to put his estate in order and present his new wife to Society, he finds her more enchanting than he could have hoped for, even in a love
match. Kitty continues to hold him at arm’s length, although he suspects her feelings for him run just as deep. As Phineas’s love and desire for his wife grows, the
oath he swore her begins to suffocate. It soon becomes clear that while he’d once been prepared to settle for a loveless marriage, he will not abide an unrequited
love.
His Disinclined Bride is a sweet/clean regency romance, stand-alone novel about arranged marriage, and book seven in the Seasons of Change series. ♥
Other books in the series include:

Book 1: The Road Through Rushbury by Martha Keyes
Book 2: A Forgiving Heart by Kasey Stockton
Book 3: The Last Eligible Bachelor by Ashtyn Newbold
Book 4: A Well-Trained Lady by Jess Heileman
Book 5: The Cottage by Coniston by Deborah M. Hathaway
Book 6: A Haunting at Havenwood by Sally Britton
Book 7: His Disinclined Bride by Jennie Goutet

Gabrielle's Discipline (Bridal Discipline Book 2)
Author: Golden Angel
She's sure her husband loves another woman...
All her life, Gabrielle has been an afterthought, never someone’s priority. Desperate to escape her stepmother’s household, she makes a reckless plan… and
ends up married to the wrong man.
Felix Hood has no experience with anything more than shallow relationships, but he’s determined to do right by his new wife. Unfortunately, she blows hot and
cold, confusing and frustrating him. When her behavior goes a step too far, he’s forced to take her in hand and apply disciplinary measures.
Will his hard hand make or break their new marriage?

Gabrielle and Felix's story began the novella Undisciplined, however it is not necessary to read Undisciplined to enjoy the Bridal Discipline series.
Bridal Discipline Series
1. Philip's Rules
1.5 Undisciplined
2. Gabrielle's Discipline
3. Lydia's Penance
4. Benedict's Commands
5. Arabella's Taming

Outlander: A Novel (Outlander, Book 1)
Author: Diana Gabaldon
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A STARZ ORIGINAL SERIES
Unrivaled storytelling. Unforgettable characters. Rich historical detail. These are the hallmarks of Diana Gabaldon’s work. Her New York Times bestselling
Outlander novels have earned the praise of critics and captured the hearts of millions of fans. Here is the story that started it all, introducing two remarkable
characters, Claire Beauchamp Randall and Jamie Fraser, in a spellbinding novel of passion and history that combines exhilarating adventure with a love story for
the ages.
One of the top ten best-loved novels in America, as seen on PBS’s The Great American Read!
Scottish Highlands, 1945. Claire Randall, a former British combat nurse, is just back from the war and reunited with her husband on a second honeymoon when
she walks through a standing stone in one of the ancient circles that dot the British Isles. Suddenly she is a Sassenach—an “outlander”—in a Scotland torn by
war and raiding clans in the year of Our Lord . . . 1743.
Claire is catapulted into the intrigues of a world that threatens her life, and may shatter her heart. Marooned amid danger, passion, and violence, Claire learns her
only chance of safety lies in Jamie Fraser, a gallant young Scots warrior. What begins in compulsion becomes urgent need, and Claire finds herself torn between
two very different men, in two irreconcilable lives.
This eBook includes the full text of the novel plus the following additional content:
• An excerpt from Diana Gabaldon’s Dragonfly in Amber, the second novel in the Outlander series
• An interview with Diana Gabaldon
• An Outlander reader’s guide
Praise for Outlander
“Marvelous and fantastic adventures, romance, sex . . . perfect escape reading.”—San Francisco Chronicle
“History comes deliciously alive on the page.”—New York Daily News

The Other Miss Bridgerton: A Bridgerton Prequel (Rokesbys Series Book 3)
Author: Julia Quinn
#1 New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn continues her Bridgerton prequel series with a new novel following the adventures--and love
stories--of the Bridgerton and Rokesby families.

She was in the wrong place...

Fiercely independent and adventurous, Poppy Bridgerton will only wed a suitor whose keen intellect and interests match her own. Sadly, none of the fools from
her London season qualify. While visiting a friend on the Dorset coast, Poppy is pleasantly surprised to discover a smugglers’ hideaway tucked inside a cave. But
her delight turns to dismay when two pirates kidnap her and take her aboard a ship, leaving her bound and gagged on the captain’s bed…
He found her at the wrong time...
Known to society as a rascal and reckless privateer, Captain Andrew James Rokesby actually transports essential goods and documents for the British
government. Setting sail on a time-sensitive voyage to Portugal, he’s stunned to find a woman waiting for him in his cabin. Surely, his imagination is getting the
better of him. But no, she is very real—and his duty to the Crown means he's stuck with her.
Can two wrongs make the most perfect right?
When Andrew learns that she is a Bridgerton, he knows he will likely have to wed her to avert a scandal—though Poppy has no idea that he is the son of an earl
and neighbor to her aristocratic cousins in Kent. On the high seas, their war of words soon gives way to an intoxicating passion. But when Andrew’s secret is
revealed, will his declaration of love be enough to capture her heart…?

The Girl With The Make-Believe Husband: A Bridgertons Prequel
Author: Julia Quinn
There were Bridgertons before the eight alphabetically named siblings. In this second of a new prequel series, following Because of Miss Bridgerton,
we go back to where it all began. . . from New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn.
While you were sleeping...
With her brother Thomas injured on the battlefront in the Colonies, orphaned Cecilia Harcourt has two unbearable choices: move in with a maiden aunt or marry a
scheming cousin. Instead, she chooses option three and travels across the Atlantic, determined to nurse her brother back to health. But after a week of searching,
she finds not her brother but his best friend, the handsome officer Edward Rokesby. He's unconscious and in desperate need of her care, and Cecilia vows that
she will save this soldier's life, even if staying by his side means telling one little lie...
I told everyone I was your wife
When Edward comes to, he's more than a little confused. The blow to his head knocked out three months of his memory, but surely he would recall
getting married. He knows who Cecilia Harcourt is—even if he does not recall her face—and with everyone calling her his wife, he decides it must be true, even
though he'd always assumed he'd marry his neighbor back in England.
If only it were true...
Cecilia risks her entire future by giving herself—completely—to the man she loves. But when the truth comes out, Edward may have a few surprises of his own for
the new Mrs. Rokesby.

A Governess Should Never... Tempt a Prizefighter
Author: Emily Windsor
'A story so beautiful and joyful, that I just want to read it over again... wonderfully written, with characters to love, root for, and sigh over.' ★★★★★ &
TOP PICK - Roses are Blue, Romantic Fiction Reviews.
"So tell me, Miss Griffin, why should I employ you as governess?"
A question to rouse fear within the breast of any prospective governess but for Matilda, a lady without references, appropriate brown clothing or any experience
with children whatsoever, doubly so.
But alone in the world except for a brutish guardian and a malodorous betrothed, Matilda must seek her own future, even if that means employment in the
household of a rugged ex-prizefighter with sizeable muscles and doubtless minuscule intellect.

"Please continue to enlighten me, Miss Griffin."
Mr Seth Hawkins, owner of famed Boxing Academy, has reached the point of desperation in his search for a governess.
Yet with no other suitable candidates, could this yellow-clad, bespectacled female who seemed to think him a witless dolt with calloused knuckles and no books,
teach his daughter the ways of a lady?
The Lady and the Prizefighter.
One should never judge a man by his well-defined muscles or a lady by her yellow-silk slippers, for beneath both façades lay shared dreams, yearning hearts and
a taste for adventure.
With scandalous kisses in midnight carriages, tavern jaunts, whifflers, nobblers and dressing as a nefarious footpad on the prowl, the vocation of
governess has never been so exciting...
A fun, heart-warming stand-alone Regency romance, this is the first book in a companion series to the Games of Gentlemen.
This tale contains sensual scenes.
The Governess Chronicles
1 - A Governess Should Never... Tempt a Prizefighter
Games of Gentlemen
1 - The Duke of Diamonds - OUT NOW
2 - The Rake of Hearts
3 - The Earl of Spades
4 - The Prince of Clubs

Before I Was Yours, My Earl: A Historical Regency Romance Novel
Author: Hanna Hamilton
“I would rather have today with you than forever with anyone else...”
Navigating an unforgiving society and still mourning her husband’s untimely death, Miss Evelyn Swinton must fend for herself. To pay off the debts in her name,
she is forced to accept a position as a companion to the elderly Dowager Duchess of Tolware.
There is nothing talented cook Mayson Rudge enjoys more than spending his time in the Tolware Estate kitchens. With his troubled past a memory he’d rather
die than relive, he keeps his head low and his dishes impeccable. Until the day Evelyn sets foot in the manor.
Struggling to come to terms with their budding romance, Evelyn must fight the feelings of guilt that well up inside her at the thought of her deceased husband.
However, their already fragile happiness shatters when Mayson nearly perishes at the hands of a distant memory. For the key to their life and their death is in the
shape of a crescent moon.
*If you like a realistic yet charming depiction of the Regency and Victorian era, then Before I Was Yours, My Earl is the novel for you.
This is Hanna Hamilton's 46th book, a historical Regency romance novel of 80,000 words (around 400 pages). No cheating, no cliffhangers, and a
sweet happily ever after.

Pick up "Before I Was Yours, My Earl" today to discover Hanna's amazing new story!

Her Wicked Marquess (The Sinful Wallflowers Book 2)
Author: Stacy Reid
Miss Maryann Fitzwilliam is too witty and bookish for her own good. No gentleman of the ton will marry her, so her parents arrange for her to wed a man old
enough to be her father. But Maryann is ready to use those wits to turn herself into a sinful wallflower.
When the scandal sheet reports a sighting of Nicolas St. Ives, the Marquess of Rothbury, climbing out the chamber windows of a house party, Maryann does the
unthinkable. She anonymously claims that the bedchamber belonged to none other than Miss Fitzwilliam, tarnishing her own reputation—and chances of the
dastardly union her family secured for her. Now she just needs to convince the marquess to keep his silence.
Turns out Nicolas allows for the scandal to perpetuate for his own reasons… But when Maryann’s parents hold fast to their arranged marriage plan, it’ll take a
scandal of epic proportions for these two to get out of this together.
Each book in the Sinful Wallflowers series is STANDALONE:
* My Darling Duke
* Her Wicked Marquess

A Hopeful Light in her Path: A Historical Western Romance Book
Author: Lorelei Brogan
Five years ago, Paulina and her family were forced to abandon their hometown after an unexplained fire claimed their house. Now, after the loss of her father,
they have decided to return for a chance to rebuild their lives. On the day of their arrival, Paulina meets the town sheriff, Lewis, who immediately offers to help
them settle. Her life will soon take a strange turn though after Lewis reveals that he is investigating a series of mysterious fires that took place in the last few
years. Determined to find out more about the circumstances behind the fire that burned down her family's home, she finds a valuable partner in the handsome
sheriff. However, her world is shattered when he unexpectedly cancels their arrangement. In the middle of a web of mystery and confusion, Paulina can't help but
wonder... Could Lewis be the salvation she was looking for despite his change of heart?
Lewis Green is a sheriff who truly believes in justice. When his friend informs him about Paulina's tragedy, he feels obligated to solve the mystery behind the fire
that destroyed her home. During his investigation, he will be shocked to discover that a peculiar string of arsons might be connected to Paulina's case. Lewis may
have guarded his heart from any emotion, but the moment he meets Paulina, he immediately finds himself captivated by her even though her feelings for him
seem uncertain. In order to protect her, he will be forced to take some distance and any plan to pursue love will be temporarily cut short. However, when a
long-buried secret comes to the surface, Lewis will try to warn Paulina but to his surprise, she doesn't seem overly disheartened. When fate brings another
shocking twist that could completely break Paulina's heart, Lewis will reconsider his plans. Can he find a way to rescue her from danger without ending up hurting
her even more?
Caught between past crimes and haunting secrets, Lewis and Paulina must find a way to unfold their complicated feelings. As their paths begin to entwine more
than either of them expected, a chance at love may finally be within reach. Can they heal their wounded hearts side by side, in spite of the dangers that threaten
their life together?
"A Hopeful Light in her Path" is a historical western romance novel of approximately 80,000 words. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed
happily ever after.

Always the Widow (Never the Bride Book 9)
Author: Emily E K Murdoch
Always the widow and never again the bride - her one chance of happiness lost…
Mrs. Elizabeth Howard had believed her marriage to be a love match; She was wrong. So when a stranger offers her something she simply cannot refuse, she
consoles herself with the knowledge that no one will ever know.
Until nine months later. Because after her husband dies and leaves her a widow, Elizabeth does have some perks. She's well-respected, of course, and no one
questions whether the child is a Howard or not…
Jacob Beauvale, Lord Westray, thought nothing of his romantic entanglement with Elizabeth Howard last year, but her widowhood and his return to town with a
fiancée brings a shock in the shape of a small child with his eyes.
Gossip starts to fly as Jacob ignores his intended to pursue a woman with a child - and Elizabeth knows the facts can never be known. He's determined to have
the truth. She's sworn all along that it was her late husband's child. Knowledge is in the balance and neither will give up their ground.
Will the truth of that night be more dangerous if known - and can Elizabeth and Jacob talk long enough to keep their hands off each other?
Never the Bride Series
Always the Bridesmaid
Always the Chaperone
Always the Courtesan
Always the Best Friend
Always the Wallflower
Always the Bluestocking
Always the Rival
Always the Matchmaker
Always the Widow

What the Wind Knows
Author: Amy Harmon
An Amazon Charts, Wall Street Journal, and Washington Post bestseller.
In an unforgettable love story, a woman’s impossible journey through the ages could change everything…
Anne Gallagher grew up enchanted by her grandfather’s stories of Ireland. Heartbroken at his death, she travels to his childhood home to spread his ashes.
There, overcome with memories of the man she adored and consumed by a history she never knew, she is pulled into another time.

The Ireland of 1921, teetering on the edge of war, is a dangerous place in which to awaken. But there Anne finds herself, hurt, disoriented, and under the care of
Dr. Thomas Smith, guardian to a young boy who is oddly familiar. Mistaken for the boy’s long-missing mother, Anne adopts her identity, convinced the woman’s
disappearance is connected to her own.
As tensions rise, Thomas joins the struggle for Ireland’s independence and Anne is drawn into the conflict beside him. Caught between history and her heart, she
must decide whether she’s willing to let go of the life she knew for a love she never thought she’d find. But in the end, is the choice actually hers to make?

Provoked by the Highland Brute: A Scottish Medieval Historical Romance (Tales Of Highland Might Book 3)
Author: Ava McArthur
No one has ever tamed this man. Because no one has ever dared to love him…
Marrying for the sake of her family has always been the plan for Kirsten. She'd entertained the idea of freedom once or twice in the past, but she knew that
ultimately, her future was non-negotiable. Indeed after her father's sudden death, her betrothal is quickly arranged as expected. What Kirsten did not expect,
however, was marrying a man like Laird Marcas Monroe.Laird Marcas is the most irritable, most foul-mouthed, and loathsome man Kirsten has ever met. His
temper knows no bounds, and whenever she or anyone else do something wrong, they get terrified of his response. But after a while, Kirsten realizes that he has
never taken out his wrath on her... Realizing that she might be the only one who can change him, she sees it as her duty towards her new clan to help
him. Even though the man is impenetrable, Kirsten finds a way to unravel a bit of the mystery surrounding him by approaching Moira, his sister. Moira claims that
Marcas is misunderstood and shares details from his past that make Kirsten see him in a completely different eye.However, as soon as the two begin to
get closer, past demons that have tortured Marcas and have taken everything away from him are back, this time even more bloodthirsty. The only difference?
Kirsten is now by his side, determined to either salvage her husband from doom or sink into the abyss along with him… Ava McArthur’s “Provoked by
the Highland Brute” will take you to an exciting journey on the magical Scottish Highlands. Feel the surprise, agony, joy, and enthusiasm along with
the heroes! Get your copy TODAY for 99c OR FREE With Kindle Unlimited! Enjoy!

The Governess of Belgreen Manor: A Clean & Sweet Regency Historical Romance Book
Author: Sally Forbes
True love comes in the form of a disguise...
Lady Juliet Barnet is faced with a dilemma when her mother reveals that her father plans to give her hand in marriage to the Earl of Falstone. Juliet's mother,
fearing that her daughter will be doomed to a loveless marriage, devises a plan to help her escape. Juliet assumes the identity of Ellen Lewis and arrives as the
newly-employed governess for the daughters of the Marquess of Belgreen.
Arthur Colborne is the reclusive Marquess of Belgreen. Since his wife's tragic death three years ago, he has spent time traveling in the Far East and Africa. But
he finally returns home after receiving word from his mother who insists that his daughters need their father.
When Arthur first lays eyes on Juliet he can't deny the instant attraction he feels for her. As they spend time together, Juliet slowly begins to break down the walls
surrounding Arthur's heart. But Juliet's past has found a way to reveal itself and now it's threatening to tear them apart. Will Arthur find the courage to fight for
Juliet or lose her forever?
A clean & sweet Historical novel with happy ever after.
If you are interested in the Regency era, do not miss the chance to add this to your library!
Free with Kindle Unlimited!

The Earl, the Lady and the Song of Love: A Clean & Sweet Regency Historical Romance Novel
Author: Fanny Finch
She may have vowed never to love again, but she cannot resist the tune his soul sings to her own

Imogen Hartford believed she had finally gotten her happily ever after until she felt the unbearable sting of betrayal. Through the pain and suffering, she finally
saw clearly: love is not essential for a successful marriage. Or so she thought…
Asking her father to secure a good match for her, since her choices had disappointed her so, and having resigned from the tiresome games of courtings, Imogen
meets the handsome Earl of Kensington. Their arrangement seems to be smooth until her heart betrays her and she is close to breaking her vow never to love
again…
The undeniable attraction between them and the bright future ahead of them are hindered solely by the scars of her past until Imogen looks inside her and faces
the truth that’s been right in front of her the whole time: this is the man she was always meant to be with…

*If you like engaging characters, heart- wrenching twists and turns, and lots of romance, then you’ll love “The Earl, the Lady and the Song of Love”!
Buy “The Earl, the Lady and the Song of Love” and unlock the exciting story of Nigel and Imogen today!
Also available with Kindle Unlimited!

A Governess' Midnight Seduction: A Historical Regency Romance Book
Author: Emily Honeyfield
The tempting Anne who works as a governess, is too smart for her own good and eternally passionate about the education of the children. When she first meets
Robert, the mysterious new employee of the estate, she finds her mind and body unable to resist their overwhelming connection. He's handsome and seductive
and as it turns out... a rather colossal liar. Still, his appearance is so scandalous that she feels herself abandoning her traditionally stoic nature. Laughter,
romance, a youthful passionate affair... Is it too late for her to have all of these? Is Anne destined to experience the flaming passion she secretly dreams of?
As an illegitimate child, Robert Carlson might be sinfully handsome and confident, but he is also entirely aware of his restrained position in the world. At a young
age he is forced to seek refuge as an employee in his brother's estate, desperate for a place to call home. Hidden away, he finds himself at the mercy of his
position and soon tempted by the ravishing governess. They slowly build a sparkling friendship, one that inevitably guides them towards burning desire. Soon,
Robert's quest for anonymity is foiled by the horrible appearance of his sister... As his identity is pinned down, he must face the consequences of his past actions
and pray that Anne won't resent his deception. Can this dazzling Lady overlook his lies and give meaning and fiery colour to his lonely life? After everything he's
been through, could Anne be the home he's searched for all these years, one outside the bounds of title or wealth?
When a seed of an illegitimate affair and a seductive governess meet, the temptation is irresistible. Even though the burning attraction is undeniable, there is still
a long way to go for them to fully tame each others' hearts and bodies. With a burdened past and Robert's sister threatening their growing romance, Anne and
Robert will have to fight with all of their powers to remain together. Will they be brave enough to go after the flaming love they deeply desire? Can these two
wandering souls make this sizzling and built on lie affair last after all?
"A Governess' Midnight Seduction" is a historical romance novel of approximately 60,000 words. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and a guaranteed
happily ever after.

Wedded to the Wicked Lord: Historical Regency Romance (Wicked Warwick Wives Book 2)
Author: Ella Edon
Will any of the Warwick sisters marry the right man?

Louisa, the oldest and most beautiful of Warwick sisters, is determined to stay a spinster. She has a talent for driving away every possible suitor. What no one
knows is why she detests so much the idea of a man touching her.
And there is someone to blame for this.
Jerome Cooper, the illegitimate son of the Duke of Leinster, receives an ultimatum from his sick father; marry a noble lady and produce an heir or miss
his chance to inherit the Duke’s title.
Louisa didn’t imagine that she would faint in the arms of Jerome, the ruthless businessman who was courting her sister.
But when the one responsible for her nightmares reappears, she will seek solace in the only man who doesn't frighten her. And marriage with Jerome
seems now her only option.
How will Jerome secure an heir with a wife who doesn’t want to lay with him? Maybe he will have to teach her the art of pleasure...
His touch is her solace; her love is his freedom…

*If you like seductive Earls, Dukes, and Barons with a soft heart but a strong will, and romance stories depicting the Regency period, then Wedded to
the Wicked Lord is the perfect novel for you.
Dive into the epic world of the Regency Era Ladies, Governesses, and Bluestockings while Ella takes you on a suspenseful journey full of passion and true love!
"Wedded to the Wicked Lord" is a Historical Regency romance novel of more than 80,000 words (around 440 pages). STANDALONE, no cheating, no
cliffhangers, and a guaranteed happily ever after.

Dark of Knight (Gentlemen of Knights Book 4)

Author: Elizabeth Johns
The most dangerous thing in battle turns out to be a beautiful lady.
Major Lord Felix Knight has always known he was destined for the army and is fiercely loyal to the Crown. Thriving on adventure and danger, there is no room in
his life for the love and relationships which have cast their spells over his brothers. After healing from his time as a prisoner of war, he returns to the Peninsula to
continue the fight against Napoleon. Despite Felix’s vows to the contrary, a beautiful lady causes him to lower his guard and soon he finds himself torn between
love for country and woman.
Lady Catalina Mendoza has followed the drum with her father since her mother’s death. Men are drawn to her beauty and connections, but without exception,
those gentlemen her father deems suitable bore and frustrate her. The only way she can tolerate the tedium is to glean information from her suitors to help her
father. One night, she is caught at the game by a devilishly handsome Englishman—and everything changes.
Amidst assaults and danger, Felix and Catalina find themselves thrown together in a bid to discover a traitor before it is too late.
Read Free in Kindle Unlimited!
Gentlemen of Knights
Duke of Knight
Black Knight
Knight and Day
Dark of Knight
Shining Knight

Escape From The Devil (The Crocketts Book 9)
Author: Robert Vaughan
WITH THE CROCKETTS' IN TOWN, EVERY TWO-BIT GUNSLINGER’S CHANCES OF SURVIVING ARE JUST ABOUT ZERO…
After brothers Will and Gid Crockett deliver several horses to Colonel John Abernathy – a man they knew during the civil war – he hires them to accompany his
sixteen-year-old daughter, Julia, on a stagecoach trip for fear she may be kidnapped and held for ransom.
Julia is very highly sought after, and Silas King and his outlaw gang refuse to back down.
The Crockett brothers find themselves in the outlaw town of Jericho with nothing but a shootout standing in the way of justice.
“The Crockett brothers carry a mean punch and wild adventures.”

Winter's Whispers (The Wicked Winters Book 10)
Author: Scarlett Scott
Don’t miss this special addition to the bestselling The Wicked Winters series, featuring Winter family favorites and a whole lot of holiday steam!
Blade Winter is a coldhearted assassin with a deadly reputation. After a costly mistake leaves him banished to the countryside for a Christmas house party he has
no wish to attend, he is furious. No amount of merrymaking is going to improve his mood. Until he crosses paths with a beautiful brunette he can never have, and
suddenly, the prospect of a yuletide rusticating in Oxfordshire is not nearly as detestable…
Lady Felicity Hughes may be London’s darling, but she is hiding a desperate secret. No one knows she must wed to save her family from penury, and she intends
to keep it that way. But before she binds herself in a loveless marriage of convenience, she wants one night of passion. Who better to have it with than the
wickedly handsome Mr. Winter?
Blade knows better than to dally with a lady who is forbidden, no matter how much she tempts him. Felicity is equally determined to get what she wants, even if
there can be no future between herself and a dangerous man like Blade. She has nothing left to lose. Except her heart.
Length: Novella
Heat level: Scorching Hot

Duke of Knight (Gentlemen of Knights Book 1)
Author: Elizabeth Johns

Welcome to a new series by National bestselling author Elizabeth Johns. Enjoy the extraordinary tale of four Knight brothers, and one little sister in
the Gentlemen of Knights.
Book 1, Duke of Knight is now available! Read for FREE with Kindle Unlimited!
Can a sharp-tongued governess become indispensable to a duke?
Rowley Knight, Duke of Knighton, is too busy being a duke to bother with such nonsense as love. With three heirs, he is in no hurry whatsoever to succumb to the
lures of the leg-shackles. He is content managing his siblings and estates, and avoiding Society whenever possible. If he can only find someone to manage his
young sister, life can go back to its proper order.
Emma Lancaster’s father gambled away her family’s fortune leaving her hopes for a respectable marriage shattered. Destitute and near desperate, she accepts a
position as a governess to a young lady at the recommendation of her godmother. Little does she know that her charge is the brother of the man she despises.
Can she humble herself to become his employee? Or will her temper get the best of her—and him?
Gentlemen of Knights
Book 1 - Duke of Knights
Book 2 - Black Knight
Book 3 - Knight and Day
Book 4 - Dark of Knight
Book 5 - Shining Knight

The Mail Order Bride’s Eve of Hope: A Historical Western Romance Novel
Author: Etta Foster
An unexpected miracle will shine the light of hope in their hearts just in time for the New Year in the form of a lost child. Will they answer to
the call of love?

Desmond believed his life was perfect, and why wouldn’t he? He had a wonderful wife and a young daughter whose smile was able to light up his world better
than the sun itself. Until tragedy knocked on his door. What was meant to be a picnic on New Year’s Eve turns out to be a disaster when Desmond’s young
daughter disappears. Unable to bear the sorrow which eats her from the inside, his wife passes away not long after, stealing every last trace of love from
Desmond’s heart. He knows he will never love again, for what he loves, Death claims.
Eva has always wished for love. Alas, ever since her mother’s death, she was left all alone, becoming an outcast inside her own house which is now ruled by her
stepmother and stepbrothers. Having no other choice, Eva gathers her courage, replying to a mail-order-ad from a cowboy from South Dakota. New Year’s Eve is
on the way, and Eva hopes it will bring her better luck than the years past...
Upon arriving in South Dakota, Eva understands that Desmond did not sign up for this...but neither did he sign up for the lost young girl that crosses their path so
unexpectedly. As they both embark on a perilous journey, Desmond’s shadowy past shall come to the surface and threaten a bright future from shining at the end
of the road.
In this race of danger and twists towards the New Year, will love find a way to bring Eva and Desmond face to face with the miracle they so need?
*If you like engaging characters, heart- wrenching twists and turns, and lots of romance, then you’ll love “The Mail Order Bride’s Eve of Hope”!
Buy “The Mail Order Bride’s Eve of Hope” and unlock the exciting story of Desmond and Eva today!
Also available with Kindle Unlimited!

The Elephant Keeper's Daughter
Author: Julia Drosten
From the bestselling author of The Lioness of Morocco comes the beguiling novel of a young woman trapped between the expectations of her family
and the desire to live free.
Ceylon, 1803. In the royal city of Kandy, a daughter is born to the king’s elephant keeper—an esteemed position in the court reserved only for males. To ensure
the line of succession, Phera’s parents raise her as a boy.
As she bonds with her elephant companion, Siddhi, Phera grows into a confident, fiercely independent woman torn between the expectations of her family and
her desire to live life on her own terms. Only when British colonists invade is she allowed to live her true identity, but when the conquerors commit unspeakable
violence against her people, Phera must add survival to the list of freedoms for which she’s willing to fight.

Possessed by thoughts of revenge yet drawn into an unexpected romance with a kindly British physician, the elephant keeper’s daughter faces a choice: Love or
hatred? Forgiveness or retribution?

A Long Petal of the Sea: A Novel
Author: Isabel Allende
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the author of The House of the Spirits, this epic novel spanning decades and crossing continents follows two
young people as they flee the aftermath of the Spanish Civil War in search of a place to call home.
“One of the most richly imagined portrayals of the Spanish Civil War to date, and one of the strongest and most affecting works in [Isabel Allende’s]
long career.”—The New York Times Book Review
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Esquire • Good Housekeeping • Parade
In the late 1930s, civil war grips Spain. When General Franco and his Fascists succeed in overthrowing the government, hundreds of thousands are forced to flee
in a treacherous journey over the mountains to the French border. Among them is Roser, a pregnant young widow, who finds her life intertwined with that of Victor
Dalmau, an army doctor and the brother of her deceased love. In order to survive, the two must unite in a marriage neither of them desires.
Together with two thousand other refugees, Roser and Victor embark for Chile on the SS Winnipeg, a ship chartered by the poet Pablo Neruda: “the long petal of
sea and wine and snow.” As unlikely partners, the couple embraces exile as the rest of Europe erupts in world war. Starting over on a new continent, they face
trial after trial, but they will also find joy as they patiently await the day when they might go home. Through it all, their hope of returning to Spain keeps them
going. Destined to witness the battle between freedom and repression as it plays out across the world, Roser and Victor will find that home might have been
closer than they thought all along.
A masterful work of historical fiction about hope, exile, and belonging, A Long Petal of the Sea shows Isabel Allende at the height of her powers.
Praise for A Long Petal of the Sea
“Both an intimate look at the relationship between one man and one woman and an epic story of love, war, family, and the search for home, this gorgeous novel,
like all the best novels, transports the reader to another time and place, and also sheds light on the way we live now.”—J. Courtney Sullivan, author of Saints
for All Occasions
“This is a novel not just for those of us who have been Allende fans for decades, but also for those who are brand-new to her work: What a joy it must be to come
upon Allende for the first time. She knows that all stories are love stories, and the greatest love stories are told by time.”—Colum McCann, National Book
Award–winning author of Let the Great World Spin

Sheriffs Don’t Surrender (Westward Saga Western) (A Western Adventure Fiction)
Author: Frank Wheeler
Stepping into battle is never easy. Especially when you’re outgunned and walking into unknown territory. Sheriff Conrad Scott has returned home after a long
absence to discover his town in disarray and his young sisters running wild. Even worse, Rudy Galloway and his gang think they can get away with murder.
When a mysterious but beautiful stranger, Hazel Berry, gets caught in the crossfire, Conrad will stop at nothing to save his town, his family, and his new love.
Rudy’s got a dark and sinister secret though—a new brothel where the customers are just as evil as the men running it. It’s going to take more than bullets to stop
Rudy and free the women he’s enslaved. And Conrad’s not sure one man can do it all alone.
But when Conrad’s sister and Hazel go missing, he’s left with little choice. He must hunt down the man responsible for taking them, no matter the odds stacked
against him.
Can Conrad defeat insurmountable numbers and live to tell the tale?

Girls on the Line: A Novel
Author: Aimie K. Runyan
“A moving tale of female solidarity and courage.” —Kate Quinn, New York Times bestselling author of The Alice Network
December 1917. As World War I rages in Europe, twenty-four-year-old Ruby Wagner, the jewel in a prominent Philadelphia family, prepares for her upcoming
wedding to a society scion. Like her life so far, it’s all been carefully arranged. But when her beloved older brother is killed in combat, Ruby follows her heart and
answers the Army Signal Corps’ call for women operators to help overseas.
As one of the trailblazing “Hello Girls” deployed to war-torn France, Ruby must find her place in the military strata, fight for authority and respect among the Allied
soldiers, and work to secure a victory for the cause. But balancing service to country is complicated further by a burgeoning relationship with army medic Andrew

Carrigan.
What begins as a friendship forged on the front lines soon blossoms into something more, forcing Ruby to choose between the conventions of a well-ordered life
back home, and the risk of an unknown future.

Winter of a Highland Soul: A Scottish Medieval Historical Romance (Highlands' Elements of Fate Book 2)
Author: Alisa Adams
To survive, she has to revive a heart that was lost in the bottom of a loch many years ago…
Fillan is the new Laird of the MacMoir clan, but neither the people nor the elders seem to trust him after their previous Laird's failure. His only chance of survival
lies in marrying a Douglas girl and securing an alliance with the powerful Douglas clan. For his good luck, Cairis Douglas is at the perfect age to wed and an ideal
match if only there was not one major problem; she has decided not to marry.After witnessing the horrible marriage of her sister in law, Cairis knows that a
union between a man and a woman can end in disaster. The young lass gets even angrier when she learns that her father wants her to marry a MacMoir; in other
words, an enemy. But her strong sense of duty, pushes her to set aside her happiness for her people's good and she only wishes that her new husband is
not a brute. To her surprise, Fillan promises not to marry her, for neither of them ever had that desire! He only asks her to act as if they were betrothed to throw
off the elders' suspicions and gain his clan's trust. But after an attack by the elders’ men on their way to the MacMoir's keep, they are left running for their
lives!The two must now work together and find a way to expose the elders’ betrayal before it is too late. To make things worse, Fillan has not dealt with the
demons of his past and seems to have an irrational fear for large bodies of water, making their journey even longer as they pass around lochs instead
of crossing them.While they journey, Fillan will be unable to deny his attraction to the strong-willed lass, yet, the two travelers will have to face new difficulties
when a terrible snowstorm hits them. But can the freezing temperatures and snow put out the fire ignited in their hearts?"Winter of a Highland Soul" is a
standalone story by best-selling author Alisa Adams, packed with passion, romance, and redemption, set on the beautiful backdrop of the Scottish
Highlands. Get your copy TODAY for 99c OR FREE With Kindle Unlimited! Enjoy!

Bullets Don’t Rest (Westward Saga Western) (A Western Adventure Fiction)
Author: Frank Wheeler
Sheriff Frank Mercer lost his parents at a young age, when outlaw Steven Caine snatched their lives away without so much as a warning. Frank never forgot, and
he never forgave.
He’s spent the last decade raising his younger brother and sister and searching for Texas’ most wanted villain. Caine has been untraceable. Until today.
Caine’s back in Miller’s Post with a gang of two dozen men, and he’s looking for trouble. No man, woman, or child is safe as long as he lives and he has never
backed down from a fight.
This is what Frank’s been preparing for. He won’t let Caine escape justice, even if it means giving his life to protect those he loves.
When Lena Blanchard crosses Caine’s path, he’s smitten. He doesn’t care if Frank saw her first, he just wants what’s his. However, Lena might not be as
innocent as she seems. She’s got a dark past that might surprise Caine; one which Frank can never learn.
Can Frank stop Caine before he destroys everything Frank holds dear?

Silent in the Grave (A Lady Julia Grey Mystery Book 1)
Author: Deanna Raybourn
Only from New York Times bestselling author Deanna Raybourn, go back to where it all began with the original Lady Julia Grey historical mystery
series.
“Let the wicked be ashamed, and let them be silent in the grave.”
These ominous words are the last threat that Sir Edward Grey receives from his killer. Before he can show them to Nicholas Brisbane, the private inquiry agent he
has retained for his protection, he collapses and dies at his London home, in the presence of his wife, Julia, and a roomful of dinner guests.
Prepared to accept that Edward’s death was due to a long-standing physical infirmity, Julia is outraged when Brisbane visits and suggests that her husband was
murdered. It is a reaction she comes to regret when she discovers damning evidence for herself, and realizes the truth.
Determined to bring the murderer to justice, Julia engages the enigmatic Brisbane to help her investigate Edward’s demise. Dismissing his warnings that the
investigation will be difficult, if not impossible, Julia presses forward, following a trail of clues that lead her to even more unpleasant truths, and ever closer to a
killer who waits expectantly for her arrival.
Previously published.
Don’t miss the complete Lady Julia Grey mystery series by Deanna Raybourn!

Book # 1: Silent in the Grave
Book # 2: Silent in the Sanctuary
Book # 3: Silent on the Moor
Book # 3.5: Midsummer Night (novella)
Book # 4: Dark Road to Darjeeling
Book # 5: The Dark Enquiry
Book # 5.5: Silent Night (novella)
Book # 5.6: Twelfth Night (novella)
Book # 5.7: Bonfire Night (novella)

Highlander’s Winter Rose: Scottish Medieval Highlander Romance
Author: Fiona Faris
He wanted to hold her, not in his dreams this time, but in the real world.

When Rosallyn found a badly injured man in the middle of the forest, she couldn't imagine that he would be the bearer of such terrible news.
Her father, the general of the Mackays, was killed while defending the clan from usurpers. Heartbroken and alone, she finds solace in the arms of the
wounded Highlander.
Maximus, son of the Mackay Laird, lost everything. After his sire and older brother die at the hands of a traitor, he must stay alive to claim back his legacy.
Half-dead after the sneaky attack, he is rescued by a lass. His general's beguiling, illegitimate daughter.
An all-consuming passion engulfs them both, though Maximus knows that they cannot be together.
To get his revenge, he must gain powerful allies. And that means marrying another. A noble Lady. Specifically, his dead brother's betrothed.
Now Maximus has to make a choice; lose his clan or stay with the woman he loves.
But before he can decide, Rosallyn is violently abducted…
She healed her wounds, he mended her broken heart…

"Highlander’s Winter Rose" is a Historical Scottish romance novel of more than 80,000 words (around 440 pages). STANDALONE, No cheating, no
cliffhangers, and a guaranteed happily ever after.
Best-Selling author, Fiona Faris, invites us to an unforgettable journey to the breathtaking scenery of the Scottish Highlands. Are you ready to dive into a
heartwarming story of thrilling adventure and mystic attraction?
*If you like brawny Highland warriors with a soft heart, and steamy romantic stories depicting the majestic and mysterious Scottish Highlands, then
Highlander’s Winter Rose is the perfect novel for you.

Mr. Gardiner and the Governess: A Regency Romance (Clairvoir Castle Romances Book 1)
Author: Sally Britton
A duke’s governess, a gentleman entomologist, and a castle full of flowers is the perfect setting for a summer romance.

As the new governess to the duke's family, Alice Sharpe must learn to control her impulsiveness. Employment in the duke’s household is a once in a lifetime
opportunity, and could mean living in comfort the rest of her days. Unfortunately, her first encounter with the duke's houseguest, a handsome gentleman
obsessed with insects, proves she may not be ready for the austere role of governess.

Rupert Gardiner has one goal: to have his work in entomology and botany published by the Royal Society. He is fortunate that the Duke of Montfort, believes in
him and enlists Rupert to make a record of all the flora on the castle grounds. But Miss Sharpe’s spontaneity and continual appearance during his work is an
annoying distraction. At least, that’s what he tells himself.

While Alice struggles to adapt to her new role, constantly striving to go unnoticed while still being herself, she cannot help but admire Rupert’s intelligence and
focus. The more often they fall in together, the more her admiration deepens. But could a gentleman such as he ever fall in love with the governess?
As the first stand-alone novel in a new series by author Sally Britton, this story begins the Clairvoir Castle romances. This is a light-hearted series set in the
Regency period.

Sally Britton's other works include:

The Inglewood Romances:

Rescuing Lord Inglewood
Discovering Grace

Saving Miss Everly

Engaging Sir Isaac

Reforming Lord Neil

and her seven novels in the Branches of Love Series.

Once We Were Here: A Novel
Author: Christopher Cosmos
As World War II intrudes upon their home, three young friends risk everything for freedom, love, and a chance at a better life.
On October 28th, 1940, Mussolini provides Greek Prime Minister Ioannis Metaxas with an ultimatum: either allow Axis forces to occupy their country, or face war,
and Greece's response is swift. "Oxi!" they say. "No!"
In a small village nestled against the radiant waters of the Aegean Sea, we find Alexei, the son of a local fisherman, and his best friend Costa, who were both
born on the same night eighteen years earlier and have been like brothers ever since, though now, like all the other young men in their village and throughout
Greece, they will leave their homes to bravely fight for their country.
But before they go, Alexei asks Philia, the girl that he's loved his entire life, to marry him, which sets into motion the events which will change the lives of these
three and their family and friends forever, and begins an epic and unforgettable story of courage, survival, sacrifice, the strength of the human spirit, and of a love
and friendship that will echo across time and generations.
A spellbinding novel and sweeping romance that performs the remarkable feat of creating action-packed scenes, characters that we care deeply about, and
revealing in vivid detail the untold true story of how Greece helped the Allies to win World War II, Once We Were Here is an unforgettable tale that pays tribute to
the brave men and women who fought and gave everything for their country, for each other, and for freedom.

The Winthrop Woman
Author: Anya Seton
Colonial America holds friendship, hardship, and love for a bold woman in this classic historical romance from the bestselling author of Green
Darkness.
In 1631 Elizabeth Winthrop, newly widowed with an infant daughter, set sail for the New World. Against a background of rigidity and conformity she dared to
befriend Anne Hutchinson at the moment of her banishment from the Massachusetts Bay Colony; dared to challenge a determined army captain bent on the
massacre of her friends the Siwanoy Indians; and, above all, dared to love a man as her heart and her whole being commanded. And so, as a response to this
almost unmatched courage and vitality, Governor John Winthrop came to refer to this woman in the historical records of the time as his “unregenerate niece.”

Anya Seton’s riveting historical novel portrays the fortitude, humiliation, and ultimate triumph of the Winthrop woman, who believed in a concept of happiness
transcending that of her own day.
“The Winthrop Woman is that rare literary accomplishment—living history. Really good fictionalized history [like this] often gives closer reality to a
period than do factual records.”—Chicago Tribune

“A rich and panoramic narrative full of gusto, sentimentality and compassion. It is bound to give much enjoyment and a good many thrills.”—Times
Literary Supplement (UK)

“Abundant and juicy entertainment.”—New York Times

The Viscount and the Vicar's Daughter: A Victorian Romance
Author: Mimi Matthews
"Matthews' tale hits all the high notes of a great romance novel...Cue the satisfied sighs of romance readers everywhere." -Kirkus Reviews
A World-Weary Rake
After years of unbridled debauchery, Tristan Sinclair, Viscount St. Ashton has hit proverbial rock bottom. Seeking to escape his melancholy, he takes refuge at
one of Victorian society's most notorious house parties. As the Christmas season approaches, he prepares to settle in for a month of heavy drinking...until an
unexpected encounter changes his plans--and threatens his heart.
A Prim Vicar's Daughter
Valentine March is not the drab little spinster she appears to be. When her new job as a lady's companion lands her smack in the middle of Yorkshire with
England's most infamous rake, she resolves to keep her head down and her eyes fixed firmly on her future--a future which most definitely does not include a
sinfully handsome viscount.
A Match Made in Scandal
A friendship is impossible. An affair out of the question. But when one reckless act binds them together, will two star-crossed souls discover there's more to each
other than meets the eye? Or will revelations from the past end their fragile romance before it begins?

A Substitute Wife for the Prizefighter: A Victorian Romance (Victorian Prizefighters Book 2)
Author: Alice Coldbreath
Plain, respectable Lizzie Anderson is in the devil of a fix. After catching sight of something she was not supposed to, her whole family is torn apart by the ensuing
scandal. Lizzie’s steadfast principles means she cannot deny the evidence of her own eyes and as a consequence finds herself thrown out onto the street! Her
only ally in her time of need, comes from a very unexpected quarter indeed...
■
Benedict Toomes has long thought Lizzie a thorn in his side, but after seeing her staunchness in the face of adversity, he finds himself picturing her in a totally
different role in his life. A stand-in for the betrothed he no longer wants to marry… Find out how this unlikeliest of couples navigates life together after a rocky start
and find their preconceived notions about the other could not have been further from the truth!
■
A Substitute Bride for the Prizefighter is a stand-alone Victorian romance novel of over 118,000 words. Please do not purchase if you are offended by strong
language and or sex scenes.
Please do not purchase if you are offended by strong language and or sex scenes.

A Most Suitable Bride: A Regency Romance (Landon House Book 5)
Author: Rose Pearson
A bluestocking Lady…a stubborn Lord…each with their own tale. Can they find a path to happiness together?

Having enjoyed both a summer Season and Christmas time in London, Lady Maria is beginning to worry that she will not find a good match. Striking up a
friendship with Lady Sophia, Lady Hayward’s daughter, they both agree that they will do all they can to assist each other in finding a husband. However, realizing
that she must hide her bluestocking tendencies, Maria comes up with a falsehood, pretending that she is something she is not in the hope that this will finally

encourage the gentlemen of the ton to court her.
Isaac, the Earl of Ridlington, has come to London for one specific purpose – to find himself a wife. But he has specific requirements which cannot be altered, and
when he discovers that the daughter of a Duke might meet such requirements, he immediately finds himself considering her.
Believing her to be everything he needs, Isaac is horrified to discover the truth. What is worse, he quickly realizes that he cares for her more than he expected.
Dare he tell her the truth of his heart? Might they somehow find a way through the falsehoods and lies and towards a happiness that neither of them ever
expected?

This is the fifth book in the Landon House series, where Lady Hayward and the Duke of Landon form an alliance to assist each other with difficulties of their family
life. Get your copy today!

Lady Ruthless (Notorious Ladies of London Book 1)
Author: Scarlett Scott
Lady Calliope Manning is determined to punish the man she holds responsible for her beloved brother’s death. She will do anything in her power to destroy him.
When rumors swirl that the Earl of Sinclair requires a wealthy bride to rescue himself from dire financial straits, she seizes the opportunity to ruin him at last.
Justin “Sin” Vaughn, Earl of Sinclair, needs to marry an heiress, and he needs to marry one now. But the sudden, anonymous publication of salacious memoirs
rumored to be his obliterates his chances. With polite society convinced he is a murderer, he has only one choice: find the person behind his supposed memoirs
and get his revenge.
Callie never expected Lord Sinclair to discover she wrote Confessions of a Sinful Earl. Or to abduct her and demand restitution in the form of her own hand in
marriage. She definitely did not expect to find him so difficult to resist…
Sin is about to teach the beautiful, perfidious Lady Callie a lesson in ruthlessness. One scorching-hot kiss at a time.

In the Dark with the Duke (Lost Lords of London Book 2)
Author: Christi Caldwell
A lady of reserve and a fierce street fighter find common ground in the second Lost Lords of London novel by USA Today bestselling author Christi
Caldwell.
Eight years ago, Lady Lila March retreated to the safe shadows of her family’s estate after a devastating tragedy. Weary of being a whisper of her former self, she
is determined to brave the dangers of the outside world again. No man is better equipped to train her in the art of defense than the Savage Gentleman, East
London’s undefeated street fighter.
Hugh Savage reigns as king—of the underworld. Physically invulnerable, emotionally battered, he has his reasons for bare-knuckle brawling. Though Hugh longs
to break free of the ring and leave behind the brutal world of violence, he’s intrigued by the challenge Lady Lila poses. A mysterious lady of the peerage willfully
descending into the dangerous rookeries? That bespeaks a woman with secrets of her own.
As their unconventional pact progresses, Hugh comes to admire the resolve in Lila’s heart. And beneath his hard surface, she sees a tenderness that touches her
to the quick. They’ll soon discover how much they need each other—to face their pasts together, and to fight for a future they deserve.

Seduced by a Stranger (Dark Gothic)
Author: Eve Silver
When Catherine Weston journeys to Cairncroft Abbey, she meets Gabriel St. Aubyn and must decide if he is a monster or a man she dares to love. A stunning
gothic romance. “Victoria Holt would be proud!”—RT Book Reviews).
If you love gothic romance, don't miss this edge-of-your-seat read! This is a full-length, stand-alone story.
Destitute and desperate, Catherine Weston accepts the summons from her childhood friend Madeline St. Aubyn to attend her at Cairncroft Abbey, a place of
secrets, lies, and murder. Madeline's health is in a poor state and she is terrified of her cousin, Gabriel. But Gabriel has quite a different effect on Catherine,
stirring longings and desires she believed long buried.
Gabriel St. Aubyn is haunted by the horrors of both his past and his present, horrors he conceals behind a remote, unapproachable facade. He is drawn to
Catherine but is determined to protect her from the tragedies that yet have claws sunk deep in his soul.

Then a young woman is found dead, and Madeline's ravings point to a link between this horrific crime and Gabriel—and Catherine must decide if he is a man
worthy of her love or a sinister stranger determined to make her his next victim.
"Riveting! A dark, steamy and twisted tale!”—New York Times bestselling author Lisa Jackson (on His Dark Kiss)
"Silver thrusts the gothic romance into the next century with the ideal merging of chilling and dark mystery elements and heated sexual tension. Victoria Holt
would be proud!"—RT Bookreviews
“…absolutely phenomenal!”— Kwips and Kritiques
“…atmospheric… The mystery of Gabriel’s past…was fascinating and horrifying.” —dearauthor.com
Read all Eve's Historical Romantic Suspense with a Gothic Twist!
Each book is a stand-alone and the series can be read in any order.
DARK DESIRES
HIS DARK KISS
DARK PRINCE
HIS WICKED SINS
SEDUCED BY A STRANGER
DARK EMBRACE

Risking the Detective (The Bluestocking Scandals Book 6)
Author: Ellie St. Clair
She was swindled, ruined, and left for dead. She is determined to rise -- but she will never fall in love again.
Madeline Castleton was played for a fool, tricked into a sham of a marriage to a masquerading earl who only wanted her fortune. Now she is determined to prove
that she is not a naive young woman but capable of running her father’s stone company. He is the one man who still believes in her, and she will make him proud.
When he leaves the company in her hands for a sojourn to Bath, however, everything goes wrong, and Madeline is convinced that she is being sabotaged -though why, she has no idea.
Bow Street detective Drake is determined to find justice for all who have been wronged. Including himself, as for the first time in years, he receives a clue that just
might help him solve his parents’ murder years prior -- a murder that was the very reason he became a detective. His work is his friends, his lover, his life, and no
one may venture beyond the walls he has carefully erected around himself.
When the broken yet beautiful Miss Castleton approaches Drake for help, he is about to tell her he has no time for such a case. Yet when one misfortune after
another befalls Castleton Stone, he begins to realize that she just might be right, and he finds that he cannot say no -- to her offer of payment nor to the woman
herself. The more time the two of them spend together, the harder it is for them to deny that “never’ might not be as absolute as they thought.
For readers over 18 due to steamy content.

Betrothed to Mr Darcy: A Pride and Prejudice Variation Romance
Author: Mei Wei Lin
When a rumour forces Elizabeth to get engaged to Mr Darcy she swears to never allow him to pierce her defences. But the betrothal forces her into Mr Darcy's
frequent company, and the better she knows and understands him, the more he bewilders and fascinates her.
Meanwhile, behind the scenes, dark forces are at work. While Elizabeth slowly loses her heart to the man she once thought would be the last in the world she
would ever marry, she is in danger of losing much more, when she discovers long buried family secrets, and understands what it means to be Mrs Darcy.
Warning: This story contains scenes of a sexual nature.

Undressed with the Marquess (Lost Lords of London Book 3)
Author: Christi Caldwell
For a heartbroken woman and a daring thief, the most tempting proposal comes after marriage in the unforgettable final Lost Lords of London novel
by USA Today bestselling author Christi Caldwell.
Long ago, Dare Grey disappeared from privilege to help the downtrodden. Abandoning his future as a nobleman, he instead came of age as the most
skilled—and wanted—thief in East London. But when the Robin Hood of the Rookeries is captured, his influential grandfather offers him a choice: face his

heritage…or the gallows. And to step into his rightful role as marquess, Dare must find a wife.
Little do they know, he already has.
Marrying Dare rescued young Temperance Swift from a brutal life. Yet his commitments were elsewhere, and Temperance would not continue in the charade of a
relationship that surely would end with her husband in Newgate Prison. It broke her heart to leave the righteous bandit, but she established a new life for herself
as a seamstress. One who respected and obeyed the law and kept herself safe—if lonely.
But Dare finds her and offers to resume their role as husband and wife, and this time it will yield a fortune. A fortune that could be used to help the disadvantaged,
without resorting to ever-more-daring thefts…
Once they’re ensconced in the comfortable family fold of Mayfair, the romance they thought ended years ago stirs again. But when every kiss is shadowed by the
mistakes of the past, and a haunting secret Temperance bears, will love be enough to save them from such an uncertain fate?

Wicked in Winter (The Wicked Winters Book 1)
Author: Scarlett Scott
Devereaux Winter is one of the wealthiest men in England, but he hails from a notorious family. The Wicked Winters are as reviled as they are renowned. He is
desperate to find a wife of good breeding so he can begin the Herculean task of seeing his siblings settled. Fortunately for him, the duke next door's wits are
addled. Even more fortunate? The duke's only daughter is a beautiful spinster.
Lady Emilia King has sworn off love and vowed to remain unwed. When the brutish Mr. Winter wins her ailing father's unentailed assets in a game of chance, she
is aghast. Upon hearing his requirement for forgiving her father's debt, she is outraged. She has no intention of marrying the villain and sponsoring his wild sisters
in their seasons.
But Dev always gets what he wants, and Lady Emilia is about to discover what he wants more than anything is her. Far more astonishing, she just may want him
too...
Wicked in Winter is the first in a new steamy Regency series about the Wicked Winter family!
Length: Novella.
Heat Level: EXTRA STEAMY
Don't miss the rest of The Wicked Winters!
Wicked in Winter (Book 1)
Wedded in Winter (Book 2)Wanton in Winter (Book 3)Wishes in Winter (Book 3.5)
Willful in Winter (Book 4)
Wagered in Winger (Book 5)
Wild in Winter (Book 6)Wooed in Winter (Book 7)Winter's Wallflower (Book 8)Winter's Woman (Book 9)Winter's Whispers (Book 10)Winter's Waltz (Book 11)

Winter's Woman (The Wicked Winters Book 9)
Author: Scarlett Scott
The reigning toast of the Season, Lady Evangeline Saltisford is betrothed to the most eligible bachelor in London and a scant few weeks from having everything
she has ever wanted. Until danger comes calling, and she is forced to accept aid from a decidedly unlikely—and infuriating—source.
Devil Winter is the illegitimate offspring of a wealthy merchant and a prostitute. He detests fancy aristocrats and has no patience for a cosseted duke’s daughter.
But he will do anything for his family, and when his older brother asks Devil to play bodyguard to Lady Evie, he has no choice but to accept the loathsome task.
Evie wants nothing to do with the boorish man from the rookeries who favors growls and glowers to polite manners. She is perfectly happy with her handsome,
aristocratic fiancé. At least, that is what she tells herself. Until her gruff protector reveals a side she never imagined existed. A side she finds increasingly difficult
to resist.
Devil is determined to eliminate the threat to Evie and cull her from his life. But being forced to remain by her side proves not so loathsome a duty after all. And
before long, protecting the stunningly gorgeous duke’s daughter is only the beginning of what Devil wants to do…
Length: Novella
Heat level: Scorching hot

The Hellion (Wicked Wallflowers Book 1)
Author: Christi Caldwell

USA Today bestselling author Christi Caldwell’s Wicked Wallflowers series burns hot as two rivals meet in the flesh and feel the heat…
Adair Thorne has just watched his gaming-hell dream disappear into a blaze of fire and ash, and he’s certain that his competitors, the Killorans, are behind it. His
fury and passion burn even hotter when he meets Cleopatra Killoran, a tart-mouthed vixen who mocks him at every turn. If she were anyone else but the enemy,
she’d ignite a desire in him that would be impossible to control.
No one can make Cleopatra do anything. That said, she’ll do whatever it takes to protect her siblings■even if that means being sponsored by their rivals for a
season in order to land a noble husband. But she will not allow her head to be turned by the infuriating and darkly handsome Adair Thorne.
There’s only one thing that threatens the rules of the game: Cleopatra’s secret. It could unravel the families’ tenuous truce and shatter the unpredictably sinful
romance mounting between the hellion…and a scoundrel who could pass for the devil himself.

The Way the Wallflower Wed (The Wallflower Wins Book 1)
Author: Eva Devon
In this wild and witty series the wallflower always wins. . . The rakes, rogues, and dukes won't know what's hit them. . .
Lady Pippa Post is one of London's most woeful wallflowers. With a father who has lost it all and an intellect as sharp as a cutlas, she's firmly on the shelf.
But Pippa has no desire to retire to a wilting life in the country, even if she adores learning dead languages, and pouring over ancient tomes. So, when a position
opens, curating the Earl of Roxly's ever growing Egyptian collection, she knows exactly what must be done. But she doesn't expect that Roxly's rugged demeanor
and wicked wit will entice her into a game of passion.
Lord Marcus Drake, Earl of Roxley, has no time for shrinking violets. He has no time for Londoners at all! He's man of power, passion, and purpose. In but a short
time, he is determined to leave English shores behind and return to the Nile he loves so well. . . But when a waspish wallflower shows up, determined to take care
of his artifacts, he's intrigued and shocked to find that she is a mystery to be discovered. . . And adventurer that he is, there's nothing Roxly loves more than a
mystery.
Will Pippa shrink from a chance at love with this wild brute of a lord. . . or will the wallflower wed.

Married to the Rogue (Season of Scandal Book 3)
Author: Mary Lancaster
Free to follow her heart…just not to her husband!
Deborah needs a husband to protect her from the scandal breaking over her head; Christopher Halland, a radical and ambitious member of parliament, needs a
wife to get at his fortune and Gosmere Hall. It is the perfect marriage of convenience. Or is it?
She should have been warned off by the fury in his eyes on their first encounter when he almost rode over her. And by the whispered rumors of his women and
loose living. Instead, she thrives as the lady of Gosmere Hall and her calm soothes her volatile husband throughout quarrels with his grandfather, and even when
his black-sheep cousin, accused of murder, turns up wounded in the cellar.
However, falling in love was not part of their agreement – at least not with each other - and they have to overcome many misunderstandings before happiness is
within their reach.
Only then, her scandal rears its ugly head once more, and the arrival of the reptilian Lord Barden threatens to ruin everything, and even take
Deborah’s life.
Read FREE in Kindle Unlimited!
Season of Scandal
Book 1 - Pursued by the Rake
Book 2 - Abandoned to the Prodigal
Book 3 - Married to the Rogue
Book 4 - Unmasked by her Lover

The First Girl Child (The Chronicles of Saylok)
Author: Amy Harmon
From the New York Times bestselling author comes a breathtaking fantasy of a cursed kingdom, warring clans, and unexpected salvation.

Bayr of Saylok, bastard son of a powerful and jealous chieftain, is haunted by the curse once leveled by his dying mother. Bartered, abandoned, and rarely loved,
she plagued the land with her words: From this day forward, there will be no daughters in Saylok.
Raised among the Keepers at Temple Hill, Bayr is gifted with inhuman strength. But he’s also blessed with an all-too-human heart that beats with one purpose: to
protect Alba, the first girl child born in nearly two decades and the salvation for a country at risk.
Now the fate of Saylok lies with Alba and Bayr, whose bond grows deeper with every whisper of coming chaos. Charged with battling the enemies of their people,
both within and without, Bayr is fueled further by the love of a girl who has defied the scourge of Saylok.
What Bayr and Alba don’t know is that they each threaten the king, a greedy man who built his throne on lies, murder, and betrayal. There is only one way to
defend their land from the corruption that has overtaken it. By breaking the curse, they could defeat the king…but they could also destroy themselves.

The Devil of Downtown: Uptown Girls
Author: Joanna Shupe
"Nothing makes me happier than a new book from Joanna Shupe!"■Sarah MacLean
The final novel in Joanna Shupe's critically acclaimed Uptown Girl series about a beautiful do-gooder who must decide if she can team up with one of New York's
brashest criminals without losing something irreplaceable: her heart.
Manhattan kingpin.
Brilliant mastermind.
Gentleman gangster.
He's built a wall around his heart...
Orphaned and abandoned on the Bowery's mean streets, Jack Mulligan survived on strength, cunning, and ambition. Now he rules his territory better than any
politician or copper ever could. He didn't get here by being soft. But in uptown do-gooder Justine Greene■the very definition of an iron fist in a velvet glove■Jack
may have met his match.
She wears hers on her sleeve...
Justine is devoted to tracking down deadbeat husbands and fighting for fair working conditions. When her mission brings her face-to-face with Jack, she's
shocked to find the man behind the criminal empire is considerably more charming and honorable than many "gentlemen" she knows.
Forming an unlikely alliance, they discover an unexpected desire. And when Justine's past catches up with them, Jack may be her only hope of survival. Is she
ready to make a deal with the devil...?

The Warrior God: A Fated Mates Fantasy Romance (The Ares Trials Book 1)
Author: Eliza Raine
Anger management isn’t so bad when your shrink is gorgeous. It’s less great when you turn up to find him dead on the floor, and an armored giant dressed like a
freaking ancient warrior standing over his body though.
Ares, the God of War, has lost his power and the only way for him to get it back? Me. Apparently, I’m a goddess. One with the power of war. I mean, it does
explain a lot.
To my relief, Joshua, my shrink and only friend, isn’t really dead. He’s been kidnapped and taken to Olympus—the world where I’m supposed to belong. I vow to
do whatever it takes to find him. But Ares has other plans for me. He wants my power, and the easiest way for him to get it is to kill me.
When Hades suggests a compromise, I’m forced to work side-by-side with a giant, murderous warrior god. One with far too many secrets. Ares might be the brute
everyone thinks he is, but I’m no angel. He awakens a power within me that I’ve failed to control my whole life.
And I soon discover that Joshua isn’t the only one that needs saving.

The Warrior God is the first book in the Ares Trials, which is intended for adults and is packed with magic, mythology and enemies-to-lovers soulmate romance!

There are some spoilers for Hades' and Persephone's story as the plot follows directly on from the Promise of Hades.

*Contains swearing and mature themes.*

The Wallflower’s Wild Wedding (The Wallflower Wins Book 3)
Author: Eva Devon
In this wild and witty series the wallflower always wins. . . The rakes, rogues, and dukes won't know what's hit them. . .
Miss Eloise Edginton has spent every single season as a woeful wallflower. Every year, she longs to sing for society as all the other young ladies do. . . There’s
just one problem. Eloise has a golden voice that even the greatest prima donna would envy. Desperate to fulfill her dreams of becoming a great singer, Eloise
does the only thing she can. She petitions the famous opera patron the Earl of Hollybrook to aid her. In all her wildest dreams, Eloise never could have imagined
his shocking solution but to fulfill her deep desires, she will do whatever he says. . . Even risk ruin.
The Earl of Hollybrook is a rake of rakes. Knowing the dangers of jealousy, he chooses to change parters as quickly as some gentlemen change their cravats. But
when a young lady accosts him at a house party in his bedchamber, it isn’t the sort of proposition he’s used to. And he finds, he cannot resist Eloise’s dreams.
Determined to make them come true, as his never could, Hollybrook takes her in hand. But as he does, she takes his heart. . . The very worst thing that could
happen. For he fears the monster that love could make him.

Highland Raven (The Celtic Blood Series Book 1)
Author: Melanie Karsak
Destined to become Queen of Scotland.
Bound by blood to the Celtic gods.
Scotland, 1026--Descendant of the line of MacAlpin, Gruoch should have been born into a life of ease. But fate is fickle. Her father's untimely death, rumored to
have been plotted by King Malcolm, leaves her future uncertain and stained by the prophecy that she will avenge her family line.
Escaping to one of the last strongholds of the old Celtic gods, Gruoch becomes an adept in arcane craft. Her encounters with the otherworld, however, suggest
that magic runs stronger in Scotland than she ever imagined.
Haunted by dreams of a raven-haired man she's never met, Gruoch soon feels her fate is not her own. She is duty-bound to wed a powerful lord, if not the Prince
himself; however, she's not sure she can stop her heart when she meets Banquo, a gallant highlander and druid.
Fans of Outlander and the Mists of Avalon will relish this sweeping Scottish Historical Fantasy that tells the tale of Gruoch, a woman struggling to escape her
fate without blood on her hands. Dive into this thrilling historical scottish fantasy romance by New York Times best-selling author Melanie Karsak.

Queen Sized
Author: Jessa Kane
King Corbet of Fallstrom wants nothing to do with marriage. Used as a pawn growing up by his parents to rain revenge down upon each other, he’s not interested
in handing any woman the same weapon to use against him—commitment. But when the deliciously curvy Lady Gwen rouses his savage appetite at a two-day
celebration between kingdoms, he decides to take her as his one and only mistress. Forever.
Think again, your majesty. Gwen isn’t interested in being the king’s paramour, no matter how attractive she finds the big, brawny warrior. She needs to find a
husband or she’ll have to sell the family farm. Now if the king would only stop growling seductive words in her ear long enough, maybe she’d have some success.
When Corbet refuses to let Gwen find a husband…and Gwen refuses to be Corbet’s mistress…who will crack first?

The Redemption of Grady Ussher: A Western Frontier Saga (Ussher Family Book 2)
Author: Sam Scott
1870s Texas: Grady and Eli Ussher are reunited ten years after their family was split asunder in a hellish Indian attack. The brothers yearn for a fresh start
together. They plan to settle a ranch on the Texas plains and raise horses.
Hiding a dark and painful past, Grady is blackmailed by Blanche Riggs, a vicious old woman who runs a gang of ruthless killers, a woman he once called “Ma”.
She has a task only Grady can handle. Nina, her daughter, is in the cribs of Fort Griffin and Ma wants her back.
Grady has no choice. He’ll find Nina, who he once loved, but he’ll take her as far away from Ma Riggs as he can.
His plan goes awry and tragedy unfolds. Grady makes a deathbed promise to care for an orphaned child, vowing to protect the boy and raise him as his own son.

When the baby is kidnapped, Grady must exhume his long-buried secrets and the murderous grudge that still burns in his soul.
He must risk everything he holds dear to find redemption. The truth will surely pit brother against brother. And the truth might well leave a young boy orphaned.
Once again.
Enjoy the second installment of this epic series, a classic Western Family Saga from Sam Scott. No profanity or swearing, and always a happily ever after ending.

The Duke and the Lady (The Unwanted Dukes Book 2)
Author: Jessie Clever
Lady Louisa Darby blames herself for her mother’s death when the Darby sisters were still so young and has dedicated her life to ensuring her sisters’ happiness.
So when she’s lured into a compromising situation that will endanger her youngest sister’s chance at a happy marriage, Louisa will do whatever is necessary to
protect her family’s reputation and save her sister’s chance at the future she deserves.
Even if it means marrying the Beastly Duke.
Sebastian Fielding, the Duke of Waverly, has spent years cultivating his reputation as the Beastly Duke to ensure he’ll never make the mistake of falling in love
and repeating his father’s fatal mistake. But when honor calls on him to marry Lady Louisa Darby, his best intentions may not be good enough.
For not even a beast can withstand the charms of the belle of the ball.

The Wolf Duke: A Valor of Vinehill Novel
Author: K.J. Jackson
A lady set on vengeance. A cold duke with secrets of his own. Wills clash when she falls into his life and sparks fly. Can they learn to trust each other
before it’s too late?
A lady set on vengeance.
Fiery death took her brother and with him, her chance for a normal life with a well-suited match. Now Lady Sloane Ruddington is determined to make the man
responsible for the fire pay for his sins—Reiner Doran, a cold-hearted duke with nothing more than acquiring land and filling his coffers in his soul.
A cold duke with secrets of his own.
When the Duke of Wolfbridge stumbles upon a woman unconscious on his lands, Reiner has little choice but to hold her captive in his household. He has
enemies afoot and she could very well be another spy sent to destroy him. The last thing he should do is trust her. But when the beguiling Scottish beauty
awakens with no memory of why she is at Wolfbridge, he has to keep her close—for both of their sakes.
Can a fiery lass melt a frigid heart?
Reiner soon discovers her enthusiasm for life is exactly what is missing in his household—for his niece—and him. As an undeniable fire between them sparks to
life, there becomes only one thing that can tear them apart—her memories. Can they learn to trust each other before it is too late?
Join the adventure today! You’ll love The Wolf Duke, the second in the Valor of Vinehill series and a can’t-miss enthralling regency romance by USA Today
bestselling author, K.J. Jackson.
Note: The novels in the Valor of Vinehill series by K.J. Jackson are each stand-alone stories and can be read individually in any order. These historical romances
are set in the Regency and Victorian eras, and do not shy away from scenes with steamy heat, occasional naughty language, and moments that might possibly
make you squirm.

A Groom of Her Own (Scandalous Affairs Book 1)
Author: Christi Caldwell
Years earlier, young noblemen were ripped away from the folds of their powerful families, and forced into a dark existence on the streets. When these
lost lords of London were restored to their rightful place among Polite Society, they weren't the only ones whose lives were irrevocably changed.
Innocent ladies now pay the price of their families trickery and cheating...
A Lady Lost
A family scandal has left artist Claire Poplar without friends, suitors, or means. Art is her only joy and respite, despite her talent being mocked by famed artist
Caleb Gray. On an impulse, knowing there is no way back to the life she had before, Claire decides on her own path. A path that will see her wed, and no longer
a financial burden and spinster poor relation. The wedding may be a business arrangement, but it will give Claire freedom and stability away from the prying eyes
and censure of society.

An Artist with a Dark Past
American artist, Caleb Gray, hates all things English. Impressed into the British Navy against his will, Caleb lost everything. His past has left him cold, unfeeling,
and jaded. Using the ice in his veins Caleb has built a career as a renowned artist, letting his feelings take shape in his paintings and nowhere else. Now, an
English inheritance offers Caleb a chance to devote himself entirely to his painting and to his travels. He’ll find a biddable English wife to manage his estate for
him, and save his passion for his art. Caleb’s plan is in motion until his nemesis Claire Poplar happens to upend his world. The woman whose been an adversary
from the start, will have him hungering to kiss her and imagining...even more.
Will Claire and Caleb pursue their art or listen to the wisdom of the heart?

Her Silent Knight: A Christmas Regency Romance (Belles of Christmas: Frost Fair Book 1)
Author: Ashtyn Newbold
When Sir Edmund catches Miss Selina in a forbidden courtship at the frost fair, she asks for his silence. But he has a request to make in
exchange, and it may cost Selina her carefully guarded heart.

For Selina Ellis, a crowded fair held on the frozen surface of the Thames is the perfect opportunity to meet with her secret suitor—the son of her family’s
solicitor—without being caught. But when an acquaintance from her childhood, Sir Edmund, discovers their courtship, a bargain is struck. In order for Edmund to
keep her secret, she must convince her mother to allow him to stay in their home for Christmastide, where he will be close enough to keep watch on her and her
secret suitor…a man of whom he strongly disapproves.
Though he hadn’t planned on staying in London longer than his grandmother’s funeral, Sir Edmund cannot leave an innocent young woman like Selina in the grip
of a man as manipulative as Mr. Skinner. Loyal to his new purpose, he sets out to thwart Selina’s efforts to marry Skinner, unleashing a rivalry between himself
and Selina. When she matches his subterfuge with ease, and Skinner threatens to destroy all he has, Edmund must take a new approach—one with more risks
than it’s worth.
As Selina’s feelings for Edmund shift from enmity to friendship, her uncertainty grows. She must choose whether love is worth sacrificing her pride. And Edmund
must choose whether the price of his silence is worth losing his heart.
A full-length sweet regency romance novel of approximately 50,000 words. Her Silent Knight is the first book in the clean and sweet Regency romance Belles of
Christmas: Frost Fair series.
Although this is a stand-alone novel, the books are best enjoyed when read in order.
Order the entire series today!
Five Christmas romances and the Frost Fair that started them all.
Book 1: Her Silent Knight by Ashtyn Newbold
Book 2: All is Mary and Bright by Kasey Stockton
Book 3: Thawing the Viscount's Heart by Mindy Burbidge Strunk
Book 4: On the Second Day of Christmas by Deborah M. Hathaway
Book 5: The Christmas Foundling by Martha Keyes

Justice Never Sleeps (The Western Front)
Author: Will Johnston
Bob Ewing wants to live the quiet life of a rancher. No more guns, no more violence, no more blood. Just cattle and country living. But Ike Crawford has other
plans.
Crawford knows there’s treasure in Los Ricos, and he’ll kill as many prospectors as it takes to find it. This latest one could be his biggest score yet. But how do
you find a treasure without a treasure map?
All Crawford needs to do is find the map, and he’ll find his gold. But he’s not the only one looking. When Ewing’s friend asks for a favor, Ewing gets caught up in
the hunt. Unfortunately, his sweetheart Rosalita pays the price.
When Rosalita crosses Crawford’s path, he’s happy to use her as bait. Ewing will stop at nothing to protect his girl and stop Crawford’s murderous spree. But
Crawford isn’t about to let Ewing win that easily. He’s ready to do battle. And he won’t be facing Ewing alone.
Only one man can claim the gold and the girl… but which man will it be?
If you’re a fan of western, you will love this historical western adventure book by Will Johnston.

Trapped in Time: A Historical Time Travel Romance
Author: Denise Daye
On the day she and her mother escaped her cruel father, Emma Washington vowed to never fall in love.
Now, Emma is a back-to-school PhD student with bigger and better things to worry about. That is, until one night--exhausted, slightly tipsy, and on her way home
from a party--the glaring white light of a car comes crashing toward her, changing her life forever. Instead of waking up in a 21st-century hospital, she finds herself
waking up in the backwaters of London, Victorian England, 1881…
Trapped in a time where everything she once knew is considered witchcraft, Emma discovers that Victorian London is a harsh world for a woman without wealth
or status. She faces yet another life-changing twist when she learns that her only chance of survival depends on the very thing she has tried to avoid her whole
life—marriage. As if that isn’t bad enough, she must betroth herself to none other than the most powerful duke in all of England, the notorious and feared Lord
William Blackwell.
But…what begins as a fight for her life might just become a chance to find true love.
From the Author:
Thank you for considering Trapped in Time. If you love time travel romances, marriage of convenience/rags to riches stories with aristocrats, sexy dukes, sizzling
passion with steamy love scenes, and strong heroines, you'll love this tale of kindness, friendship, and true love.**

**Trapped in Time is the first book in the Time Travel Romance series and can be read as a standalone novel. The second book in the Time Travel Romance
series, A Modern Lady Lost in Time, is also available here on Amazon (ebook, paperback, and Kindle Unlimited).
Book 2: Before her mother can marry her off, proper Victorian lady Isabella slips forward in time to modern Philadelphia — where she not only discovers a dark
secret about herself but also a surprise romance with gorgeous Army veteran Liam. A swoon-worthy romance!**
Time Travel Series (Historical Romance Novels)
1. Trapped in Time (available on Amazon)
2. A Modern Lady (available on Amazon)
3. An Outlawed Heiress and Her Duke (available on Amazon)
Enemies to Lovers Series (Contemporary Romance Novels)
1. Inheritance with a Catch (available on Amazon)
2. Daughter of Secrets (available on Amazon)

WolfeSword: de Wolfe Pack Generations
Author: Kathryn Le Veque
He’s a veritable god of beauty, position, and talent. She’s a lady of sweetness, wealth, and compassion. When gorgeous Cassius de Wolfe falls for a
plain but sweet lady, the woman who hoped to have his affection doesn’t take kindly to it.
Cassius has set himself up for retribution of the female kind. As the old saying goes, there’s nothing like a woman scorned…
Or a de Wolfe protecting his mate.
Welcome to a de Wolfe Pack Generations tale!
Cassius de Wolfe, second son of Patrick “Atty” de Wolfe (Nighthawk), has made a name for himself as the Great Protector of Edward I. Cassius is the beauty of
the family – handsome, skilled, built like the statue of a Greek god. He has no problem getting women into his bed and in London, they follow him around in
droves.
Cassius is a Medieval celebrity.
But all of that is secondary to the fact that Cassius is a truly skilled knight. He’s a de Wolfe and that means the knighthood lives in him as surely as the sun lives in
the sky. After two years away, he’s finally earned the chance to return home to see his father and mother and family, so on the eve of returning home, Fate has
something else in mind for him.
Dacia of Doncaster is the heiress to a massive fortune. With both parents deceased, she is an only child, living with her elderly grandfather, the Duke of
Doncaster. The old duke descends from an ancient royal line and Dacia is the very last of her kind… and a hugely sought-after bride. There’s only one problem –
she’s not what men would consider traditionally beautiful.
When Cassius the Handsome comes face to face with Dacia of Doncaster, a chance meeting turns into something more. Cassius wasn’t looking for a bride and
Dacia wasn’t looking for a husband, but when Dacia saves Cassius’ life, it’s more than a debt of honor he feels towards her.
Sometimes the most beautiful woman in the world isn’t the obvious one and Cassius must find that out the hard way.
Join Cassius and Dacia for an unusual – and truly beautiful – love story.

de Wolfe Pack Generations series (Grandsons of The Wolfe)
WolfeHeart (Markus de Wolfe)
WolfeStrike (Thomas “Tor” de Wolfe)
WolfeSword (Cassius de Wolfe)
WolfeLord (William “Will” de Wolfe)
WolfeShield (Andreas de Wolfe)
WolfeBlade (Ronan de Wolfe)

The Thorn Birds
Author: Colleen McCullough
“Beautiful….Compelling entertainment.”
—New York Times
“A heart-rending epic…truly marvelous.”
—Chicago Tribune

One of the most beloved novels of all time, The Thorn Birds, Colleen McCullough’s sweeping family saga of dreams, titanic struggles, dark passions, and
forbidden love in the Australian Outback, returns to enthrall a new generation.

Rescuing Lord Inglewood: A Regency Romance
Author: Sally Britton
All he wants is someone he can trust. All she wants is to belong. But when compromising circumstances force them together, do they have a chance
at finding love?

Silas Riley, Earl of Inglewood, is known among his peers in Parliament as the man made of stone. As a wealthy peer, there are few he trusts with his friendship.
He guards his heart and his honor with vigilance, and when an accident nearly takes his life, he’s faced with a situation which threatens his standing in society.
Growing up in the shadow of her older brother, Esther Fox’s acceptance in his circle has been indifferent at best. So when she ends up in a compromising
situation as she saves the life of her brother’s dearest friend, the Earl of Inglewood, she is forced to marry him to save her own reputation. Once again, she finds
herself accepted only because of the situation, and not because she is truly wanted.
Neither are prepared for a loss which further complicates their new relationship. With such a difficult beginning, can they ever hope to understand one another, let
alone find love?

A Duke for the Holidays
Author: Jillian Eaton
A shy wallflower, a charming duke, and a Christmas to remember...
A wallflower who relates more to animals than she does to people, Merry Clearwater has no intention of ever falling in love...until one night when she captures the
attention of the most unlikely of suitors: the powerful, enigmatic Duke of Kendalwood.
As one of the wealthiest men in all of England, Kendalwood has never lacked for female companionship and plain, soft-spoken Merry is exactly the sort of woman
he usually overlooks. But from the moment he meets her demure gaze across the table at a dinner party, the duke is helplessly intrigued.
Merry and Kendalwood's chemistry is undeniable...but can a stuttering wallflower steal the heart of England's most notorious bachelor?
"One of the funniest and most charming novellas I have ever read!" ~ Kat Tolle, Goodreads 5-star review
A Duke for the Holidays is a novella that was previously published under the title Merry. It has been completely re-edited to include 15 pages of bonus content
and a brand new epilogue!

Three Accidental Westward Brides: A Western Historical Romance Book Collection

Author: Ava Winters
Is it possible to shape your destiny? How can you know which decisions impede or improve your life? These three brides are set on
finding out. Three of my best-selling Western Historical Romance stories in a single Collection! It is time to stay home and enjoy them!

Combined, the three books have more than 500 positive reviews on Amazon and have been downloaded over 32,000 times!
If you love to read about adventurous women and the men who love them in the Old West, read on!
#1 The Courageous Bride’s Unexpected Family
When the determined and beautiful Rosie Quin saw her one true love and savior leave their town, all her hope was lost, and now she has to ran away to save her
life. Jeff Kiney has always been strong and kind. But when he lost his wife at childbirth, he thought his chance on love was lost too. How can Rosie be the
blessing that Jeff was searching for and Jeff be the knight in shining armour that Rosie needed, while her past is coming for revenge?
#2 A Redeeming Love in the West
Having inherited her beloved uncle’s ranch in Nevada, Nelly agrees to the biggest challenge of her life, leaving behind London’s high society. But while she fights
for her newly found freedom, facing all the difficulties to adjust in the Old West, an unexpected love is emerging. Louis having a deep secret, he keeps to himself,
and this way, no one will ever get hurt again. Will they learn to trust each other and embrace their new life in the ranch?
#3 Switched Hearts
The fearless and beautiful Amanda Wright had always been against this arranged marriage her father wants to put her through. So, when she and her best friend,
the lovely and charismatic Luisa Lopez, are sent to the McAdams estate, an idea pops in her mind. Amanda and Luisa switch places! As Luisa pretends to be
Amanda, she finds herself falling for the kind and loyal Ian, while Amanda, pretending to be Luisa, falls for Ian's best friend, Stefan Turner. Now the Wright and
the McAdams families have declared war on each other, how can they win each other’s hearts back in the midst of the families' bad blood?
Each book features a standalone, clean Western Historical Romance story. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and a strong, sweet happily ever after.
Buy now "Three Accidental Westward Brides" to ride into Old West passion today!
Get this Book Collection FREE With Kindle Unlimited!

Lady Reckless (Notorious Ladies of London Book 3)
Author: Scarlett Scott
Lady Helena Davenport is desperate to avoid the odious betrothal her father is forcing upon her. The only way out is to orchestrate her own ruin. Everything is
unfolding according to plan, her escape finally within her grasp. But there is just one problem when the moment of scandal arrives: the rake she selected for an
assignation is nowhere to be found. In his place? The man she secretly loves.
Gabriel, the notoriously proper Earl of Huntingdon, is outraged when he discovers his best friend’s innocent sister, Lady Helena, has decided to give herself to a
scoundrel. His impeccable sense of honor will not allow such a travesty to occur. When Gabe confronts Helena, the last thing he expects is to find himself
tempted to commit wickedness.
Fortunately, Gabe is strong enough to resist. He already has a betrothed of his own. However, he is now tasked with the unhappy duty of following Lady Helena
to keep her from committing further folly. And the more time he spends with the infuriating minx, the more impossible it is to resist her.
Helena is running out of time to save herself from an unhappy marriage. With the Earl of Huntingdon haunting her every move, her hope is dwindling. Until she
settles upon the one certain means of securing her freedom, even if she risks making Huntingdon hate her forever…

Highlander's Burned Heart: A Scottish Medieval Historical Romance (Highlands' Elements of Fate Book 1)
Author: Alisa Adams
Sheltering her means war. But she is the only one who can salvage his soul.
Fiona Malloch feels completely lost. Only weeks after her forced marriage, the husband she hated dies of old age, and before she can feel relief, another man
tries to prey on her! Fiona decides to risk everything and run away, seeking refuge in the nearby Ormond Castle, home of the infamous Laird Bhaltair
Douglas.The young Laird has never been the same after the tragic loss of his brother in a fire. The scars on his body remind him daily of the tragedy and his
failure to save his own blood. A failure that has alienated him from his family and spread rumors that the once-powerful clan is now weak.When the
young lass arrives and asks for shelter, Bhaltair knows that helping her will mean war with the enemy clan she escaped from. They have been waiting for an
opportunity, and Fiona has given them the perfect one.Her untamed character brings them into collision, but in an unexpected turn of events, Bhaltair decides

to protect her. While staying in Douglas lands, Fiona seems to be the only one who is not afraid to defy the Laird and finds a way to penetrate his soul’s defenses.
Bhaltair’s heart begins to heal, and he rediscovers emotions he thought he would never feel again. But by keeping Fiona, Bhaltair is losing the trust of his
clan, and with his enemies at the doorstep, it seems that the girl who can save him is about to destroy his clan… "Highlander’s Burned Heart" is a
standalone story by best-selling author Alisa Adams, packed with passion, romance, and redemption, set on the beautiful backdrop of the Scottish
Highlands. Get your copy TODAY for 99c OR FREE With Kindle Unlimited! Enjoy!

